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AWESOME E30
Gorgeous 2.5 E30 M3 receives 
some seriously tasty upgrades

SLAMMED E36
328i delivers serious lows

FEROCIOUS 135i
Fierce 435hp fast road build

’CHARGED M3
Big power ESS-boosted 
E90 from the States

AIR-RIDE FIVE
Bagged E60 550i on 20s

tickets to the

Performance 

Car Show
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Worlds largest supplier of BMW
styling, tuning and 
equipment

Worlds largest online BMW catalog
WWW.SCHMIEDMANN.CO.UK

BMW new parts
Schmiedmann Odense A/S
Herluf Trolles Vej 15
5220 Odense SØ, Denmark
Phone. +45 65941545
E-mail odense@schmiedmann.com

BMW used/new parts
Schmiedmann Nordborg A/S
Lyngmosevej 9
6430 Nordborg, Denmark
Phone. +45 74 49 11 80
E-mail nordborg@schmiedmann.com Reservations are made for goods sold and price changes

Exclusive used BMW parts from Schmiedmann Nordborg

New Dynavin N6 multimedia-unit for BMW 
E46 E9x E39 X5 
design perfectly use multifunction steering 
wheel to control the unit, get OBC informa-
tion PDC display and more.

From £ 667.94

Schmiedmann gear lever cover -Sport 
Edition- black, hand-sewn genuine black 
leather with red stitching and a stainless 
steel emblem. Fits most BMW models.

£ 29.09

E46 
manifold M52/M54 inclusive 200cell sport 
catalysts. This is one of the most effective 
ways to gain more power on a 6cyl. E46

Are you doing your own BMW repairs? Then 
you should take a look at the Tools section 
on the Schmiedmann homepage. We offer a 
wide selection of tools, made for BMW that 
will make your life easier.

1 / 3 / 5’ series Schmiedmann gearhandle 
with oval metal emblem -SHORTSHIFT- 
-MOTORSPORT- antique silver / chrome / 
mat chrome / gunmetal

£ 45.90
Schmiedmann
class quality handmade in Italy! 100% stain-
less steel with a nice deep sound. The rear 
slincers is also lighter that the original.

From £ 266,90

Then you can get the best prices on BMW spare parts, tuning and styling, 
by joining the Schmiedmann workshop discount program and save mo-
ney contact us now on phone +45 63 18 19 65 or e-mail us at pierre@sch-
miedmann.com

Are you a workshop 
owner??

New BMW’s for recycling at Schmiedmann Nordborg 
Get more info about the BMW’s at www.schmiedmann.co.uk

BMW E30 318I saloon 1987 
Car no.: 1673

BMW E91 320D touring 2005 
Car no.: 1677

BMW E39 523I touring 1997 
Car no.: 1676

BMW E60 520I saloon 2004 
Car no.: 1684

E46 Sport steering wheel 
leather  #C11167 

£ 191.90 £ 191.90
E46 Sport steering wheel 
leather #C13723 

£ 53.30
E46 Sport steering wheel 
leather
#C09399 

£ 220.33
E46 Sport steering 
wheel leather #C14999 

£ 92.39
E46 Sport steering wheel 
leather #C10469 

£ 177.68
E46 Sport Steeringwheel 
#C13945 

Always 200-300 BMW cars 
for recycling. Low prices 

on USED BMW parts. Got a 
question? e-mail us at

nordborg@schmiedmann.com

We have all in facelift 
taillights e.g.
-E30 .................. £ 117
-E36 coupé/cabrio.... £ 117
-E46 .................. £ 117
-E34 .................. £ 117
-E39 .................. £ 111
-E38 .................. £ 116

From £ 116 
Original BMW accessories 
e.g.BMW miniature models 
scale1:18 or 1:43. Get your 
favorite BMW as a model.

From £ 26.15 
Lowering springs from 
German Lowtec e.g. 
sets with 4 springs
-E30 40/40 mm .......£ 117
-E36 30/20 mm ......... £ 125
-E46 30/20 mm ......... £ 132
-E90 30/20 mm ...... £ 142 
-E34 30/20 mm ...... £ 132
-E39 35/20 mm ...... £ 146

From £ 117
Facelift headlights for 
nearly all BMW models
-E30 set ..............£ 154
-E36 set ..............£ 205
-E46 set ..............£ 220
-E90 set  .............£ 322
-E34 set  .............£ 175
-E39 set ..............£ 278
-E32 set ..............£ 176
-E38 set ..............£ 278 

From £ 154 
Everything in BILSTEIN 
suspension e.g. Com-
plete BILSTEIN B16 
suspension kit adjustable 
in hardness and hight for 
BMW 1’series, 3’series 
and 5’series

From £ 1.473

AFE Advanced Flow 
Engineering USA! 

system for nearly all BMW 
models. See more on 
www.schmiedmann.co.uk

From £ 128.34
E90 E90LCI E92 E92LCI 
E93 E93LCI Strut bar 
-Wiechers Sport- -RAC-
INGLINE- front polished 
aluminium

£ 142

Sport Clutch-Black Dia-
mond-PDL solid road / 
competition in 3 stages 
1. 20-25% / 2. 25-30% / 
3. 30- 40% more power 
than standard e.g. E36 
Stage 3

From £ 343.05
Meyle Heavy Duty rein-
forced spare parts made 
in Germany e.g E36 / 
Z3 wishbone-set with 
rubber mounting / holder 
complete L.+R.-side

£ 189

Racing sport rear silenc-
ers from Supersprint 
for all BMW models e.g. 
BMW E46 M3 lightweight 
rear silencer stainless 
steel round 2X80MM 
tailpipes

£ 1,250.73
Sport manifold 
Schmiedmann S-Tech. 
M30 All models with 
M30 engine

£ 233.75 
E39 Schmiedmann high 

M54 inclusive sport cata-

drive models)

£ 497.36
E36 / E39 Sport 
manifold Schmied-
mann S-Tech M50/
M52

£ 219.13

Schmiedmann S-TECH. sport-brake-discs ventilated, slotted and S-coated, High 

Geomet S-coating. The brake discs can be mounted with our standard brake pads, 
but it will be an advantage to use for instance EBC racing brake pads!
E30 Z1 front set 260X22MM ..........................£ 79.46
E21 E30 rear set 258X10MM .......................£ 70.93
E36 E46 Z3 Z4 front set 286X22MM ......£ 90.83

E36 E46 rear set 276X19MM .......................£ 79.46
E8x E9x E89 front set 300X24MM ...........£ 99.36
E8x E9x rear set 300X20MM .......................£ 99.36

Set from £ 70.93

E90LCI E91LCI 
Frontspoiler-lip Kerscher 
genuine carbon for M-
Technic Frontspoiler

£ 268.35
E30 E36 E34 All M50/
M52 2.0-2.8L engines 
Turbo basic kit Turbo-
charger / manifold / 
accessories

£ 568.44

£ 554.23

very low prices eg.
-E30 316l. ..........................£ 8.25
-E36 320I/325I/328I ....... £ 8.39
-E46 All gasoline. .......... £ 8.39
-E90 320I ................. £ 18.34
-E34 518I/520I ............. £ 8,25
-E39 . ....................... £ 8.39
-E60 520I/525I/530I ......£ 11.23

From £ 8,25

OFFER!

OFFER!

OFFER!

OFFER!

OFFER!

OFFER!
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So this is our last 2014-dated issue and despite the fact
we’ve got a bit more of the year left to go, I’d like to think
we’ve wrapped up the magazine production year in style. 

Cast your mind back to our April issue and you will
remember a certain Honda S2000-engined turbo 2002; it
is an awesome car but I can understand if a few of you
didn’t like what was under the bonnet. If you’d rather
forget about it because of that engine, hopefully this
issue’s 2002 will make amends, because it’s packing
nothing but turbocharged BMW goodness under the
bonnet, and the rest of the car is an absolute peach to
boot. It’s a pleasure to have it grace the cover and I hope you’ll enjoy reading about it as much as I
did writing about it.

We seem to have inadvertently developed something of a taste for Australian BMWs sporting
unfeasible and unfathomable engine swaps recently (that E46 from the November issue…) and I’m
afraid we’re at it again this issue with a 6.0-litre V8 E30 from Down Under. It’s probably on the right
side of subtle for most folks, though that air cleaner sticking out of the bonnet may well cause a few
shaking heads, especially on the internet. Elsewhere we’ve got a crazy low UK E36 with some
serious stance that is driven daily and has only destroyed two sumps (!) and an E60 on air with a
very distinctive look. As always, it’s not going to be to all tastes, but credit to the owner for doing
things a bit differently.

If you prefer your BMWs to be more show than go then rest easy, we’ve got plenty to keep you
happy including a ferociously focused 135i Coupé that’s been built for pure fast road thrills and puts
out over 400hp. It’s quite the machine. We’ve also squeezed in a pretty delicious supercharged E90
M3 from the States along with a gorgeous E30 M3 that’s had more than a few mods but has been
kept looking subtle and seriously OE-flavoured.

As we head into winter, the show season is all but over and only Ultimate Stance awaits (at the
time of writing this, at least) and I’ve got high hopes for what is, I suppose, the UK show season
finale. But if the clocks going back and the steady shortening of the days is giving you the seasonal
blues, don’t worry, we’ve got plenty of sunny show highlights from Players, Pod, Crail and the Forge
Action day to remind you of warmer times that only seem five minutes ago. And, while you tuck your
BMWs away for the winter, rest assured that we’ll be here to keep you going through these cold,
dark days. 

Seb de Latour, Editor

ISSN: 1462-3110 PerformanceBMWMagazine @pbmwmagazine
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Nürburgring tested, Autobahn approved.

Premium Quality 
Suspension Components

w.www.h-r.com  /  t.020 8782 2485  /  e.uksales@h-r.com

Components for more than 19,000 different models

trak+ roll bars springs cup kits coil overs accessories ets

H&R distributed by Euro Car Parts / t.0845 603 3636
85  /  e.uksales@h-r.com

e than 19,000 different models

cup kits coil overs accessories ets

arts / t.0845 603 3636
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A
ustralia. Land of the free and the
home of the brave. No, wait,
that’s America. Well, seeing as
my entire knowledge of
Australia is based on

Neighbours I’m not really much of an
authority on all things Antipodean but I
know one thing about our cousins in Oz:
they love their V8s and they clearly love
their BMWs. Oh, that’s two things. Never
mind, you get the idea.

Our case today is that of one Joshua
Bossong, owner of two very different E30s –
the beast you see here and something rather
more palatable for those with delicate
dispositions, which you can read about in
next month’s issue. Actually, an apology
might be in order because just as you’re
getting over one ridiculous Australian 

V8-powered BMW with something poking
out of the bonnet, you now have to deal with
another one. So, sorry, and stuff. 

A cursory glance at the pictures will tell
you that this is clearly not a daily driver that
Josh uses to pop to his local store to stock
up on Tim Tams, he has a Toyota Hilux ute
for that purpose. No, this E30 is a full-on
drift beast that is equally happy attacking
tracks as it is going sideways. But what I
really like about his car, honking great V8
aside, is the fact it is a very clean and well-
cared-for car rather than a slightly battered
drift slag and while it’s certainly not one for
the purists, it’s a good looking car for sure.

Josh’s car history is pretty ute-heavy, with
no less than three previous examples, but
there have also been four E30s, so he is
clearly no newcomer to Bavarian metal and

Subtle on the outside, serious on the 
inside, this V8-powered drift E30 is a unique
Australian-flavoured slice of German muscle.
Words: Seb de Latour   Photos: Brodie Butler
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E30s are his poison. “I love E30s and I’ve
currently got four in my garage: my 1990
318iS, 1989 325iS and our 1989 E30 325i
Convertible, and this one of course. They are
just so much fun to drive and the way they
handle is just amazing,” he says when
explaining the reasoning behind the build of
this car. “I built this E30 for drifting but at
the same time I wanted a car I could take to
the track and do grip days in as well.” And
while the engine dominates the car, there’s
been a lot of work elsewhere to make sure
that this E30 is much more than just a one-
trick, sideways pony. 

But before we can get onto any of that we
have to take a good, long look at the engine
swap. What I find interesting is that, despite
appearances, the engine here is actually a
recent one. It’s an L98, an evolution of the

L76 (which itself was Holden’s version of the 
6.0-litre GM fourth-generation small-block
V8), and was derived from the LS2, which
was introduced in 2005. So, a nice modern
engine yet we’ve got a carb on top of it, so
what gives? 

“I purchased the Holden L98 6.0-litre from
a mate who had removed the fuel injection
system and fitted the motor with an
Edelbrock Victor JNR carburettor manifold
and a Demond 850 carb,” Josh explained.
“As the car was going to be built for drifting
I didn’t know if this was the right way to go
or not but after doing some research and
speaking to some friends and shops I
decided to keep the carb system and not
return to the fuel injection system as I had
been told the engine may make more power
like this.” Not that the L98 is short on power,

you understand, making as it does 367hp
out-of-the-box, but the example in Josh’s E30
dyno’d at 335hp at the wheels, which works
out as a slight increase over stock power
and was plenty to be getting on with in an
E30, that’s for sure. 

Custom two-inch exhaust manifolds feed
into a stainless steel system with a
Magnaflow Tru X silencer to ensures that
this car makes all the right noises and with
plenty of volume.

Unsurprisingly, Josh ran into a few
problems attempting to get everything to fit
into the E30: “As the six-speed manual is so
big and the E30 BMW transmission tunnel is
so small, we decided to cut the whole
factory fitted tunnel out and make our own
so we could get the motor as far back to the
firewall as possible. We also ran into
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It puts a smile on my face
every time I get behind the wheel

problems with the starter motor being so
close to the steering column, so we got in
touch with Castlemaine Rod Shop and
bought one of its left-hand side starter
motor conversion kits.” Job done. So,
there’s a massive V8 up front but that alone
wasn’t enough to turn this E30 into a drift
machine that would also be at home on
track; it’s been treated to more than a
couple of supporting mods beneath the
surface, too. The drivetrain has been
bolstered with an uprated Excedy clutch
and Excedy flywheel. There’s a custom
driveshaft, tailshaft and axle halfshafts
along with a Kazz two-way LSD with a 3.9:1
final drive. Surprisingly, the brakes have
been left virtually standard throughout, bar
the addition of some drilled and grooved
discs up front and Duratec pads all-round,
but the suspension has received a thorough
reworking. BC Racing coilovers have been
fitted front and rear, with Josh opting for a
pretty serious 60mm drop and uprated
Whiteline anti-roll bars have also been
fitted. On the wheel front Josh has opted
for a set of XXR 002s, which measure 8x15”
all-round and are wrapped in Federal 595
Evo tyres up front and Achilles ATR Sport
rubber at the rear.

The exterior is completely stock, except
for the hole in the bonnet that was
required to fit the air filter, and Turquoise
metallic that the car has been finished in is
really gorgeous, with a wonderful bluey-
green shimmer. Inside, though, there’s
barely a hint of the original left. Virtually
everything has been stripped out in the
pursuit of weight saving. Up front, there’s a
pair of Bride seats with green Takata
harnesses along with a stylish Nardi
steering wheel. A custom instrument pod
straddles the steering column with a large

DECEMBER 2014  11
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ENGINE: Holden L98 6.0-litre V8, Edelbrock Victor
JNR carb, K&N air filter, MSD ignition 6LS, custom 
2” exhaust manifolds, Magnaflow Tru X silencer,
335whp @ 5344rpm

ENGINE: T56 six-speed manual, custom
transmission tunnel, Excedy flywheel, Excedy 
clutch, custom 4340CV axle halfshafts, custom-
built 2.5” tailshaft, Kazz two-way LSD with 3.9:1
final drive 

CHASSIS: 8x15” (front and rear) XXR 002 wheels
with 195/50 Federal 595 Evo tyres (front) and 195/55
Achilles ATR Sport tyres (rear). BC Racing coilovers,
Whiteline anti-roll bars, drilled and grooved discs
(front), Duratec pads (front and rear) 

EXTERIOR: Repainted Turquoise metallic 

INTERIOR: Bride seats, Takata harnesses, Nardi
steering wheel, Holden gear knob, Autometer Pro Com
Ultralite gauges, JDI Fabrication six-point 
weld-in roll-cage, 60-litre fuel cell, Perma fuel filter

THANKS: Matty from Proworkz Fabrication, Jake
from JDI Fabrication, Heath from HG AutoBody, Danko
from Addicted Performance, Glen Poulton for doing all
the wiring on the hole car, Pure Performance
Motorsport, GJ Drivelines, Jack McNamara Differential,
Race Radiators, Exhaust Fix, Speedpro Distributors,
Avon Tyre Service, Eagle Auto Parts, Road Runner
Towing, and a big huge thank you to my mum and dad
and family for all their help and support over the years;
without all these people this car would not have been
done, so thank you

DATA FILE

central rev counter and additional gauges
for fuel level, water temperature, voltage
and oil pressure. You get a good view of
that custom transmission tunnel as well,
while the doorcards have been replaced
with bare metal panels. The rear is taken
up by the JDI fabrication six-point weld-in
roll-cage while the boot is full of 60-litre
fuel cell.

Josh has built a seriously impressive drift
machine and it’s most definitely been worth
all the hard work and effort. “I would have
to say the trickiest part of the build was the
transmission tunnel but with the help of my
good mate Matty from Proworkz
Fabrication it was very much sorted,” he
explains. “The most rewarding bit of the
whole process was completing the car and
being able to compete with it. I love the
aggressive look of the car, with the air
cleaner sitting high out of the bonnet, and
that V8 sound. I also love the reaction
people have to the car. It puts a huge smile
on my face every time I get behind the
wheel of this beast!” Future plans include a
Wisfab steering lock kit, some bigger
wheels and uprated brakes, which should
make it an even more formidable
proposition. “I’m not sure how much I’ve
spent on the car,” muses Josh in closing,
“but it would have definitely been enough
for a good house deposit… but life is too
short not to enjoy it!” Amen to that ●
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If you’re looking for an intercooler
upgrade, Mishimoto’s latest offering is
well worth checking out. Available from
Co-ord Sport, this limited edition
version adds distinctive looks to an
already impressive list of
credentials, which include
aluminium construction with TIG
welding, with a powdercoated gold core
with gold end tanks and the M-Line logo on the
face, though the intercooler is reversible if you’d rather have
the logo hidden. The intercooler is perfect for small turbo applications
while four threaded mounting points mean it can be installed on virtually
any car and measures 787.4x298.45x76.2mm. 
Price: £175 plus VAT
Web: www.part-box.com

MISHIMOTO M-LINE ‘EAT-SLEEP-
RACE’ UNIVERSAL INTERCOOLER

>>

>>>>

New from Schmiedmann this month comes an array of gloss black and matt black kidney
grilles for a wide range of BMWs. A set of black kidneys can work wonders for any BMW
regardless of age or shape and for the price they cost are a bit of a no-brainer. This
selection is for the F family of cars, including
the F20/1 1 Series, F01/2 7 Series and
F3x 3 Series.
Price: From £53.88 inc. VAT
Web: www.schmiedmann.com

SCHMIEDMANN
BLACK KIDNEY GRILLES

>>>>

New Zealand clutch expert Dodson Motorsport
has launched a range of upgrade parts for
BMW’s DCT, with two different types of clutch
kits, frictions plates, clutch plates, shims and
associated hardware. These newly-announced
upgrade parts are suitable for all DCT-equipped
cars and both the F10 M5 and F12/13 M6 will
benefit from the upgrade. The Superstock clutch
kit is rated up to 800lb ft of torque while the
Sportsman’s® kit is rated for anything above
that, making either one an ideal upgrade for
those looking to put some serious power through
their DCT.
Price: Superstock kit approx. £1300;
Sportsman’s® kit approx. £2520
Web: dodsonmotorsport.com

DODSON
MOTORSPORT DCT
CLUTCH UPGRADES

New from Forge comes what the company has described as a groundbreaking product that is
essential for any tuned turbocharged car… and it’s got to be good if Forge has patented it. The
IPCV prevents boost loss across the components in a turbocharged car. The IPCV has been
designed to address a potential issue in many turbocharged cars. By increasing the load on the
top part of the internal piston or diaphragm of a vehicle’s turbocharger pressure relief or
diverter/dump valve (DV) the IPCV allows it to form a superior seal, irrespective of the boost
pressure being generated. In doing so, the IPCV allows an equal or greater pressure on the top
side of the piston or diaphragm of a DV, allowing it to make a better seal on to its seat. This
prevents the DV opening on high boost, load or rpm, and prevents the need for a stronger spring
in the DV as the boost pressure is increased, which has been the case up until now. By allowing
the fitment of a weaker spring in the DV, significantly faster valve response is assured, thanks to
less resistance to the vacuum operation when the unit opens to vent boost. This can help in-gear
acceleration times, engine responsiveness and the integrity of the turbocharger itself.
Price: £86.34 inc. VAT
Web: www.forgemotorsport.co.uk

FORGE MOTORSPORT INTAKE
PRESSURE COMPENSATION VALVE

>>

New from Kelleners comes a sports exhaust for
the xDrive variants of 335d and 435d. The cat-
back stainless steel system includes a centre pipe
and rear silencer with a choice of four 80mm or
100mm tips. I’s been designed to fit the xDrive
models and give more volume to the exhaust note.
Price: £2417.86 inc. VAT
Web: www.kellenerssport.co.uk
Tel: 020 8598 9115

KELLENERS SPORT
F3x 335d/435d
xDRIVE EXHAUST 

>>
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>> All the latest news and hottest products
in our wonderful BMW scene right here

This enlarged carbon air box from Goke for the E9x M3
gives a boost in performance. With a greater internal
volume, it can yield an additional 5-10hp depending
on supporting mods and, thanks to the resonant
effects of the carbon fibre, gives more induction noise. 
Price: £2097.56 inc. VAT
Web: www.ca-int.co.uk
Tel: 01202 822792

E9x M3 TYPE 2 CARBON AIR BOX>>IMPERIAL WAX>>

aFe F10 M5 CARBON
ENGINE COVER

>>

Although a new brand to the car market,
Imperial Wax has an illustrious history and
has redesigned its line-up of good value
and high quality products. You can use the
promo code ‘PERFBMW5’ on its website for 5% off!
Price: From £6.99
Web: www.imperialwax.co.uk

No one likes
staring at a big
lump of plastic
under their
bonnet, so why
not treat your F10
M5 to this snazzy carbon
engine cover? Hand-crafted and made from 2x2
twill weave carbon fibre, the engine cover is
finished with a high gloss clear coat while the
underside has been smoothed to insure a 
high-quality all-round finish. Your stock ‘M’
emblem and rubber grommets can be easily
removed from the factory cover and reinstalled
on to the carbon one too.
Price: £549.81
Web: www.ca-int.co.uk
Tel: 01202 822792

If you want the ultimate in angel eye performance, then DTEC’s 90W H8 LED upgrade might be for
you. Most aftermarket angel eye bulbs are rated at 10W, maybe a little more, so DTEC’s 90W items
are seriously powerful. Delivering a crisp, white, 6500K light for your angel eyes, they are a direct
replacement for any BMW that uses H8 bulbs, which includes E8x 1 Series, E9x 3 Series, E60 5
Series and E63 6 Series. The bulbs are stated as being 100% error-free and 100% plug and play.
Price: £143.95 inc. VAT
Web: www.ca-int.co.uk
Tel: 01202 822792

DTEC ANGEL EYES>>
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T
he countdown is on to the
Performance Car Show, in
association with Autocar and
PistonHeads.com, which will take
place at Birmingham’s NEC from

8-11 January 2015*. The show will give
performance car enthusiasts the opportunity
to get up close to a range of multi-million
pound exotic supercars. 

Performance BMW is giving you the
opportunity to go to the show by winning
one of five pairs of tickets up for grabs.

Visitors passionate about performance
will love the Autocar Supercar Display. In
the past this has included the Aston Martin
Vanquish, Ferrari F12 Berlinetta and the
McLaren 12C GT Sprint, as well as cars
from Lamborghini, Jaguar and Porsche.

Sitting alongside this display will be a
collection of PistonHead’s favourite iconic
cars, as well as the first opportunity to see a
selection of the WhatCar? Car of the Year
Award winners. 

For those enthusiasts after a little more
action, the show’s 5000 seat Live Action
Arena will add to the adrenaline with live
demonstrations, record-breaking stunts and
interviews. In addition, race fans are in for a
real treat as also under the one roof
Autosport International will once again
feature the F1 Racing Grid, touring cars, rare
and historic models, as well as an impressive
line-up of motorsport’s leading personalities.
The show is the perfect place to hear some
of the latest announcements ahead of the
2015 motorsport season. 

Tickets are now on sale from £32 for
adults and £21 for children (children under
five years of age go free). For more
information and to buy tickets visit
www.performancecarshow.com.
* The Performance Car Show takes place

from 8-11 January; public admittance to

the show is on 10-11 January.

WIN TICKETS TO THE PERFORMANCE 
CAR SHOW 2015…
Performance BMW is offering readers the
chance to win one of five pairs of tickets to
the Performance Car Show and Autosport
International (worth £64 per pair). To be in
with a chance of winning tickets to this
adrenaline-filled event just answer the
question below.

WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN 

Send your answer, along with your contact details, postal address and car model to
pbmw@unity-media.com with ‘Performance Car Show Competition’ in the subject line

For your chance to win, just answer this question…

2015!

TICKETS TO THE
Performance
Car Show

Terms & Conditions: All entries must be submitted by 4 December 2014. One entry per person. The winner will be picked at random by us and our decision is final. There
will be one winner. The winner will be contacted personally and the prize sent out. You must be over 18 to win. Employees of the Performance Car Show, Unity Media and

associated companies are ineligible to enter. All readers taking part must supply their name, address, email address and telephone number.

Q: How many seats are there in the show’s Live Action Arena?

A. 500 B. 5000 or C. 50000Enter
How To

WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN WIN Competition
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With its super-clean lines, subtly swollen arches and

M20 turbo power, this 2002 is about as good as it gets.

Words: Seb de Latour  Photos: Anna Taylor
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T
he 2002 is a very popular
car. In fact, I challenge anyone
out there to not like BMW’s
classic icon. Someone who
doesn’t need convincing, though,

is Rob Langelier, because this is his 2002
and as you may have noticed, it’s a little bit
special. But it almost didn’t happen…

“I was actually planning to buy a Datsun
Z,” he says. I’d like to think he says that with
a hint of shame seeing as his first choice
wasn’t a BMW but then again Z cars of that
vintage are pretty cool too…

But then fate stepped in, or rather his
friend did, and showed Rob an ad for this
very 2002 on Craigslist. Smitten the Datsun
Z plan was abandoned and, $2000 later, Rob
had a new car and plan for it: “My dad
wanted me to keep it original but I couldn’t
do that. I had a vision in my head of what I
wanted it to look like and I built it.” You
can’t blame his dad though, he is the man
responsible for Rob’s affection for Bavarian-
flavoured metal, having owned two E30s
before the birth of his son, with pictures of
both cars on the wall of his office. We
assume a picture of Rob also features in
there somewhere… 

The passion for BMWs definitely passed

to his son though, with the
young New Hampshire resident’s BMW
journey beginning with an E30 (no surprise)
325iS with a blown fourth gear. But that
didn’t stop Rob from falling for the classic
Three. “I fell in love with the body style and
when I drove the car for the first time I
knew it was the one.” 

That E30 remains with Rob, who bought it
in his senior year of high school to learn
how to work on cars, but it has been
transformed somewhat over the past couple
of years… “I modified the E30 before
building this car; I installed air-ride, a
M50B25TU engine, shaved the engine bay,
did some custom bodywork and had it
resprayed in custom paint.” Nice. It shares
garage space with Rob’s 2008 135i and this
2002 completes the BMW triumvirate.

So the 2002 was destined for great things
from the moment that Rob picked it up and
he wasted no time in getting stuck in: “I had
the car home for five minutes when I test-
fitted some wider wheels I had lying around
the house to get an idea of what I would
have to do for the flares,” he says, and more
on that later, but the major part of the
project was always going to be the engine.

You may recall
earlier in the year we featured another
turbocharged 2002 and that one was running
(whisper it) a Honda S2000. The horror. If
such interbreeding brings you out in hives,
calm your blood because for his build, Rob
opted to keep things Bavarian. 

“I was shooting to make around 300whp,
so I swapped the M20 out of my E30 that
had been sitting for a few years and decided
to turbo it as well,” explains Rob. “I installed
a Garrett turbo but I ended up blowing the
motor so over the next winter I rebuilt it
with new pistons and valves. In fact, I
replaced pretty much every motor part with
new ones except for the crank, block and
rods. I installed all of the parts on the motor
but for the internal work I had R&L motors
build the long block and head. I had it
together for the summer to work out the
rest of the kinks. It took longer then
expected,” he says, “but I was trying not to
cut corners or rush anything. I did run into
some issues with the wiring but I was able
to get them figured out with the help of one
of my friends.” 

The M20B25 that now nestles in the 2002’s

20 PERFORMANCE BMW
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16” three-piece
Compomotive TFNs look
great with polished lips 

and Porsche silver faces
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M20B25 has been treated to
Mahle pistons, a Schrick cam
and upgraded valve springs;
Garrett 57mm turbo whips 
up a 300whp storm
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engine bay has had some serious work to
get it to where it is now. For starters, it’s
been overbored by .05, then treated to a set
of Mahle pistons, a Schrick 272 cam, heavy
duty rocker arms and upgraded valve
springs. This has given it the necessary
strengthening it needs to handle the Garrett
57mm turbo hanging off the side of it, with a
Tial 38mm wastegate and a Forge BOV.

“I’m not exactly sure what I would have
made and I never had the car dyno’d to find
out,” says Rob, “but running at low boost
and 8psi I think it would have dyno’d at
around 300hp at the wheels.” So pretty
much bang-on what Rob was aiming for.

Helping to channel all that power to the
rear wheels is a Getrag 260 five-speed
manual gearbox, which saw service in the
E28, E30 and E34, and it’s mated to a Spec
Stage 2 clutch with a UUC short throw
shifter poking out up top. On the chassis
front, the 2002 has been treated to some roll
centre spacers and Ireland Engineering front
coilovers with Koni inserts resulting in a
drop and stance that is just about as perfect
as you could hope for. 

For the wheels, Rob wanted something a
bit different, as he explains: “I wanted to fit
some wheels that no one else had on a 2002
before. I had the wheels imported from
England and stripped all the old crappy
paint off and had the faces powdercoated
Porsche silver and polished the lips.” 
The wheels in question are 16-inch
Compomotive

TFNs, ten-spoke, three-piece modular
wheels that look absolutely perfect on the
2002, with a retro vibe to them, and the
stance and fitment are bang on the money.

With the oily bits out of the way, let’s take
a moment to actually look at the car. I mean,
just look at it. It is drop-dead gorgeous.
Everything about it looks right and the
Calypso hue suits the shape so well. What’s
really special about the car, though, are
those arches: “I had found a Photoshop of a
2002 online that someone had done,”
explains Rob, “and I fell in love with the
body lines that were added like the bigger
arches,” so he decided that’s what he was
going to do to his 2002. “I did all of the
cutting and welding of the new arches and
90% of the prep work for paint and I had one
of my friends paint the car for me.” 

The arches themselves are from a Mk1
VW Golf of all things and they look fantastic
– lovely and fat, perfectly pumped up and
just the right size. In fact, they look so right
that if you didn’t know better, you’d swear
the 2002 came from the factory like that.
Stare at the pictures long enough, and you
can’t imagine the 2002 without them. And,
thanks to a bit more under-arch space, this
2002 is able to accommodate 9x16” and
9.5x16” wheels front and rear respectively,
which is seriously good going on something
as little as a 2002. “My favourite part of the
build was the arches,” smiles

I had a vision in my head of 

it to look like and I built it
what I wanted
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Rob. “They totally changed the style of the
car and made it look a lot more aggressive.” 

The exterior has also been treated to a
few other touches, with a more purposeful
Ireland Engineering front air dam, Euro
corner markers and shaved side mirrors for
a clean, uncluttered look. It’s just so right
and you could happily spend hours just
staring at it. Much in the same way that the
exterior has been kept clean and simple, so
too has the interior, with Rob saying “I
wanted the interior to be pretty basic: two
seats, a full roll-cage and a dashboard,” and

that’s exactly

what we’ve got. There’s a pair of rather
lovely harness-equipped Flowfit seats, a
sexy Nardi steering wheel and a custom
instrument cluster, with a centrally mounted
10,000rpm rev counter. There’s also the
aforementioned full roll-cage and Rob has
also gone to the extra trouble of fully
shaving, smooth and colour-matching the
floor. Now that’s attention to detail.

Sadly, while the 2002’s story will no doubt
continue, it won’t be with Rob. “Over this
past summer I took the turbo setup off it
and ran the car NA and I just sold it recently.
It’s unfortunate but I have too many projects

and not enough money 

to keep them all on the road, so it had 
to go.” It’s never easy letting a car go,
especially when you’ve dedicated two years
of your life to make it as good as this, but at
least Rob has been lucky enough to build
and own something as spectacular as this
2002. He doesn’t have time to mourn his
loss, though, as he’s got a new project on the
go: “I’m starting back on my E30. I have
recently begun drifting and I’m currently
swapping a LS1 into it,” he says.
Sounds good to us and, if this
2002 is anything to go
by, it’s going to be
pretty special ●

24 PERFORMANCE BMW

ENGINE:2.5-litre straight-six
M20B25 overbored .05cc, Mahle
pistons, Schrick 272 camshaft,
heavy-duty rocker arms,
upgraded valve springs, Garrett
57mm turbo, tubular exhaust
manifold, Tial 38mm wastegate,
Miller W.A.R chip, Forge BOV

TRANSMISSION: Getrag
260 five-speed manual, Spec
Stage 2 Clutch, UUC short
throw shifter

CHASSIS: 9x16” (front) and
9.5x16”(rear) Compomotive
TFN three-piece wheels with
Porsche silver powdercoated
faces and polished lips with
205/40 (front) and 215/45
(rear) Falken Azenis tyres.
Ireland Engineering front
coilovers with Koni insert, roll
centre spacers

EXTERIOR: Calypso red,
custom wide-body using VW
MK1 Golf arch flares, Ireland
Engineering front air dam, Euro
corner markers, shaved mirrors

INTERIOR: Flowfit Seats, fully
shaved, smoothed and colour-
matched floor, Nardi 390mm
steering wheel, full roll-cage

DATA FILE
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W
e like to make an impact
here at Performance

BMW. Think of us as tiny
nano-spies, infiltrating
your frontal lobes with the

unavoidable grappling hooks of outlandish
Beemer builds – V8-engined E30 race cars
with arches as wide as your favourite
scenery-swallowing canyon, pimped-out 
7 Series slammed to the deck on VIP rims
and air-ride, shiny new M3s with 700, 800,
900hp… hell, our new special-edition

bookazine, Boost, features a turbo’d E30 on
the cover being propelled by a swathe of
purple flames. You see, it’s all about impact.

That’s not to say that we’re a bunch of
unicorn chasers, always crying out for the
next modified BMW fix, each more hardcore
and shocking than the last, like hopeless
power junkies. No, we like to counterpoint
the glitz with a bit of class, a dab of
common sense, a tasteful exercising of the
increasingly lost art of restraint. And so we
turn to Anthony Cookson’s E36 328i, an

impressive lesson in that timeworn
philosophy that you don’t have to change
everything for the sake of change – you just
have to focus on the right bits, and do them
well. It’s for just this reason that his 3 Series
leaps off the page; it exudes a keen and
tangible sense of ‘rightness’.

“This is my fifteenth car in the past eight
years, and is the fourth E36 I’ve owned,”
Anthony reveals. “I have always had
modified cars since I passed my test, my
first car being a Peugeot 205 GTI that I spent
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Words: Daniel Bevis  Photos: Andy Starkey

You don’t always need to be outrageous to stand out. As Anthony

Cookson’s 328i proves, it’s the simple things that make life better…

a small fortune on. My BMW-owning history
starts with two three-litre E36 M3s, both in
black. The first one I smashed up after I’d
owned it for just three weeks! Then there
was a Dakar yellow E36 M3 Evo, which is
one of my favourite cars I’ve owned, plus a
cheap 318i which I got with a mate to use as
a missile drifter at Buxton Raceway. Plus I’ve
also had a 535i Sport manual V8, so you
could say I quite like my BMWs…”

Good stuff, that’s the spirit. So, what’s the
story with this one? Why a 328i after all those

M3s? “Well, I wanted something cheap to run,
really,” laughs Anthony. Stick with him, it
does make sense in context… “I’d sold my
Nissan Skyline after the amount of money I
was spending on fuel had gone beyond a joke.
I saw this one advertised on Pistonheads as a
stock-ish 328i Sport Individual – it turns out it
had a lowering kit on it, but you’d never have
known – and having gone to see it, I fell in
love with it and couldn’t walk away.”

And so the pieces of the jigsaw tumbled
onto the chessboard like a painfully mixed

metaphor in a house of cards. A seasoned
petrolhead with a penchant for modifying
fast cars decides to downscale his outgoings
by buying a sensible runaround. These
notions always go to plan, don’t they?
Er, no. No, they don’t. The photos here have
probably already given you a clue. “I could
see the potential in the car straightaway,” he
grins, in an unashamed admission of intent.
The 328i arrived on his driveway with
shabby leather, a set of tired M3 sunflowers
and a certain disquieting amount of
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peeling lacquer. Which, of course, is like
boldly stalking up to a snorting bull and
slapping it around the face with a vast red
rag. The game was afoot.

“I’d ordered the coilovers before I’d even
bought it, as well as bagging a set of BBS
reps from a mate’s garage,” he says. “So I
knew I wanted an E36, it was just a case of
going out and finding the right one. And like
I say, it was love at first sight with this one.”

Once it was in his possession, it was
merely a matter of days before those BBS
replicas were swapped out for a set of rare
Cromodora seventeens – this is a guy who
doesn’t muck about. “It looked great but it
still felt like it needed something a little
extra-special to set it off,” Antony continues,
“something that I couldn’t quite put my finger

on. It was at that time that I was offered a set
of Borbet B rims in perfect sizes – 8.5x17”
and 10x17” – owned by a lad who was
moving house and needed the money quick.
They were just sitting in his bedroom so
obviously I snapped his hand off for them. 

“It took quite a while to get the arches and
ride height right for the wheels. There was
lots of rolling, all kinds of adjusting and I
managed to get it as close as I could on the
current setup, so a month before I was
leaving to take the car to Wörthersee in
Austria [the annual Wörthersee Treffen is a
predominantly VW-centric event but
increasingly welcomes stanced examples of
other marques] I sent it to the bodyshop to
have the paintwork sorted.”

The car came back shiny and refreshed a

couple of weeks later, all ready to go aside
from an unexpectedly explosive water pump
that detonated itself the day before
departure. “There was a mad rush to fix that
with the help of Jake at Junction 1
Automotive,” Anthony recalls with a
grimace. After that episode it was time to
give that finely-tuned arch clearance a bit of
a workout across the varying quality of
Europe’s Tarmac. 

“I drove it from Manchester down to
Dover, where we caught the ferry to Calais,
and from there drove it across France,
Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany, and
eventually Austria. And that was where we
hit a little trouble… At first it was amazing,
the reception was brilliant and loads of
people were staring at the car, admiring it,
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giving me the thumbs-up. It was great right
up until the point that I was pulled into a
roadside check by the Austrian police, and
was informed that the car was far too low
for the country and that it would have to go
for a full inspection. It was driven to the
local fire station where Austria’s version of
VOSA were waiting; they went over
absolutely everything and I ended up with a
£1000 fine and my car taken off me until I
could fix a few things to make it legal in
their country! The minimum ride height in
Austria is 11cm and mine was just over 3cm;
there were also other things the Austrian
police picked up on, like the Nardi steering
wheel, exhaust, HID headlights – all mods
that are legal in the UK but over in Austria
they are a big no-no. So once I promised

ENGINE & TRANSMISSION: 2.8-litre
straight-six M52B28, Gruppe M induction kit, M50
inlet manifold, Alpina cams, six-branch manifold,
decat and backbox, OEM transmission with new
Sachs clutch

CHASSIS: 8.5x17” (front) & 10x17” (rear) ET20
polished Borbet B wheels, FK coilovers with helper
springs removed (front), FK shocks with custom
springs (rear), drilled and grooved brake discs and
Pagid pads, OMP strut brace  

EXTERIOR: M3 front lip, M3 mirrors, E39 bootlip
spoiler, custom flared and rolled arches, smoked
front and side indicators, de-lensed headlights,
4600k HIDs 

INTERIOR: Nardi wood steering wheel, Storm
Motorwerks gear knob, custom gear gaiter in
Alcantara and cream stitching, full interior wood
pack, Alpine motorised screen in dash, DVD 
player built into glovebox, screens in headrests,
metal pedals

THANKS: George Hough for all the help 
getting it to where it is now, James and 
Julian Keely at Cheshire Auto Detailing
(www.cheshireautodetailing.com) for keeping 
it clean and shiny, Jake at Junction 1 Automotive
for allowing me to use the garage and tools to fix
my car, Sam Harper for all the work he has put
into the car, Craig and Andy at Top Gear Stockport
for putting up with my stupid requests – the best
place to go for an exhaust, I wouldn’t go anywhere
else now, the guys really know their stuff. Aub and
Beaker at Knutsford Autobody for the paintwork
(www.knutsfordautobody.com) and anyone else
I’ve forgotten who has helped me build the car!

DATA FILE
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to leave the country with my car as soon as I
could, I raised the coilovers, paid the fine,
packed up my stuff and left.”

Phew! A bit of drama, then. But it’s all
part of the game, isn’t it? Life wouldn’t be
very colourful if you didn’t have any stories
to pass on. And there’s probably a lesson in
there somewhere about researching the
local laws of your holiday destinations or
something, but that’s arguably time that’d be
better spent just gawping at these photos.
Worth the heartache, wouldn’t you say?

Although the car may irritate the Polizei, it
really is a shining example of the less-is-more
ethos. Sure, the ride height may be
outrageous but the car overall certainly isn’t
– it’s an exercise in measured restraint. And,
hell, even running that low doesn’t have to be
that much of an issue. “I’ve run it as a daily
driver at this height for two years,” Anthony
says. “In all that time I only killed one sump.
Although that did happen when I caught it on
a cat’s eye as I was changing lanes…”

The interior of the car enshrines the
occupants in a sense of everyman-attainable
luxury, with soft leather accompanied by
lashings of polished wood, matching that
gloriously shiny Nardi wheel – an unusual

choice for such a car but something that

works surprisingly well. 
The exterior, conversely, is rather more

brutish and aggressive but again refrains
from shouting about its prowess. It’s more a
case of well-chosen enhancements that act
as a hat-tip and a wink to those who know
what they’re looking for. An M3 front lip and
complementary mirrors join an E39 bootlip
spoiler, all swathed in shimmering fresh
paint. Oh, and performance? Yes, the car
does have the grunt to justify the swagger, as
you’d expect from a serial M3 owner. The
2.8-litre six-pot enjoys the canny M50 inlet
manifold conversion, as well as rocking a set
of spikier Alpina cams and Gruppe M
induction, all exhaling through a serpentine
tangle of stainless steel pipework. As with
every other facet of the car, it’s a case of
doing the right bits, and doing them well.

“Most people are shocked by how low it is
and I’m always hearing how pointless and
stupid it is to run that low,” he smiles. “But
they don’t have to drive it, do they? It’s no
problem for me, so it’s staying down there…”
And as long as he steers clear of the Austrian
rozzers, you can be sure that Anthony will be
enjoying that 3cm of clearance just to see
the looks on people’s faces. Just watch out
for those cat’s eyes, Antony… ●

I’ve run it as a daily driver at this

In all that time I only killed one sump
height for two years.
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with reduced weight – the engineering magic behind the outstanding performance and unmistakable sound of with reduced weight – the engineering magic behind the outstanding performance and unmistakable sound of 

BMW M4 (F82)

-9 kg

www.peron-automotive.co.uk
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N
eil Chapman is a serial modifier.
Not only has he been modifying
cars for longer than most, his
builds are almost always more
extreme than most. He’s had

multiple PBMW covers and his cabinet is full
of trophies – Neil is not a man who does
things by halves.

This is the second evolution of this car –
it’s appeared in PBMW before, in 2011, but it
was a different car back then, the result of
the first build being, in Neil’s own words, a
street sleeper. But with this second build, the
beast has most definitely been awoken. Neil’s
philosophy was to build a car with 1M
performance for non-1M money, but he
realised that once he had the performance,
the limitations of the car started to come out

ducts because of the two large side ducts for
auxiliary water rad and oil cooler, so the
standard 135 plastic brake ducting was cut
up and reshaped (via plastic welding) to
hook up to the carbon intake snorkels
located in the centre mouth, either side of
the intercooler. The arch liners were then
cut to correctly position the plastic brake
ducts to align to the ducts in the F20/30 dust
shields, while E90 M3 under bumper ducting
routes hot air away from the intercooler.
Neil has gone to a lot of effort to ensure that
while his 135i looks good, everything is also
functional. The 1M wings have had the vents
on the trailing edges cut out so they actually
function, for example, and Neil has removed
the side repeaters, as the housings interfere
with the function of the vents. The rear

and so began phase two, creating a complete,
performance-orientated car that put function
over form, but not at the expense of looks.

The wide-body kit is a good place to start.
Your first thought might be 1M and while
you’re not a million miles away, there’s more
to it. “I went for the wide-body kit for extra
grip,” explains Neil, “as it meant I could
widen the car’s track and fit wider tyres. I
chose the 1M kit as my base, yes, but I didn’t
want to go down the beaten track, I didn’t
just want to build a 1M replica, so every
element of the kit has been changed,” with
the guys at Peterborough Bodyshop doing
an amazing job on the conversion. 

The front bumper has been modified to
increase airflow to the intercooler, engine
and beyond. The 1M does not have brake
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A unique look, lightweight build, serious power
and absolute focus make for one fierce 1 Series.

German eBay for a silly price. “It was
damaged so I got it for £50. It was in a bad
way and took me a month to repair,” he says,
but his skill and expertise in this field has
resulted in one perfect, bargain bootlid. But
there’s more to take in on the outside. Like
the BMW roundels, for example, which are
actually E36 wheel badges and are smaller
than the regular items. Neil’s also added
BMW Performance carbon mirrors, a 1M
Moto GP front splitter, a custom kidney grille,
Blackline window surrounds, BMW Darkline
LCI rear lights and a custom carbon surround
for the centre brake light. And while the
exposed carbon won’t be to all tastes, Neil
wouldn’t have it any other way. “I did
consider painting all the carbon, but it adds
weight, so I didn’t,” he says. He’s not joking.

the bonnet. It is fully functional and aims
plenty of cool air at the intake under the
bonnet. The lightweight carbon bonnet is
great, but being lightweight it was lifting at
high speeds, hence the additional catches,
which have been wrapped in carbon film to
match the bonnet, and which work with the
standard central catch to keep it in check.

Neil’s spent the last ten years working with
carbon so it’s unsurprising that his 135i is
covered in it. The carbon bonnet is nice, but
the carbon roof is special. Neil removed the
original roof and attached the new one in the
same way that BMW mounts its roofs, though
with the addition of a support bracket in the
middle, which Neil had made from a piece of
the car’s rear quarter arch. At the back there’s
a carbon bootlid which Neil bought from

quarters have been left unaltered but the
rear bumper has had some work done,
namely to get around issue of the exhaust.

“The quad exhaust is a 1M signature, but
this car is not a 1M,” he says, before adding
“they are too slow,” with a grin. “The quad
exhausts give zero performance benefit and
add weight, so I’ve cut and shut a 135i rear
bumper on to the 1M bumper which means I
can run a twin exhaust and keep my BMW
carbon diffuser at the same time.” The
Seibon carbon bonnet is special – you won’t
find one like this on any other car. For
starters, all of the louvres have been cut out
by Neil, by hand, making them functional,
whereas before they were solid. And you
may also have noticed the Mondello scoop
by Reverie, which Neil custom-mounted into
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Under that carbon bonnet is a single turbo
N55B30 but this example is far from stock.
There’s a remap, which comes from Birds in
the shape of a custom DME tune, and you
can’t miss that BMS air filter and pipe.
There’s also custom pipework for the
cooling system, a larger ER intercooler with
ER carbon shroud, ER chargepipes and a
Berk Technology downpipe. This feeds into
a custom stainless steel exhaust system
which is finished off with a pair of titanium
exhaust tips. Beyond that, Neil’s also fitted a
BMW auxiliary radiator along with a 1M
850W fan for improved cooling, before
treating the engine cover to a snazzy paint
job and if you’re thinking that the central
coloured stripe doesn’t match the outside,

you’d be right. It’s been finished in Valencia
orange in a cheeky nod to the 1M. 

If the list of performance mods sound
impressive, the chassis upgrades are even
more comprehensive. On the suspension
front, Neil opted for the Birds B1 setup,
which has been designed with the help of
former racing driver and suspension and
chassis guru Rhoddy Harvey-Bailey, and has
received praise across the board. There are
no coilovers here, no stance and no massive
drop – this car’s been built to be driven hard
and fast and the suspension choice reflects
that. The kit uses springs with custom rates
matched to Bilstein dampers re-valved to
Birds’ specific requirements and the end
result is a suspension setup that is compliant

and comfortable, yet offers perfect control
and stability, keeping the car in check
regardless of road conditions. A Quaife diff
has also been added in order to assist the
135i in deploying all 435hp to the Tarmac. 

Neil then raided the E9x M3 suspension
parts catalogue and added M3 Convertible
front and rear anti-roll bars, M3 front lower
control arms, rear upper tie-rods, rear bush
kit and M3 rear link rods. There’s a BMW
Performance front and rear big brake kit
with custom painted calipers, custom
braided hoses, ECS semi-floating discs at the
front and grooved discs at the back, along
with titanium brake shims. On the wheel
front, Neil opted for some Schmidt Gambit
wheels: “They’re available to buy off-the-

Above: N55B30 boasts a whole
heap of mods, including
remap, ER chargepipes and
intercooler, for around 435hp
and 460lb ft of torque
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shelf, but these wheels came via a German
racing team (a TÜV-approved Schmidt
dealer) who lighten the original wheels and
make a custom offset,” he says about them.
“They don’t have centre caps to keep the
weight down even more and they are
available in any offset.” He’s also running a
square setup with 9.5x19s all-round. 

The interior is both plush and sparse;
when new, the car was offered with a load of
extras for free but Neil insisted they were all
removed – he even wanted the air- con taken
out but BMW wouldn’t accommodate his
request so he ended up removing it himself.
Lacking in creature comforts it may be, but
money has been spent inside and it feels
nice – there’s a BMW Performance carbon

interior trim kit and the entire interior has
been retrimmed in a black Nappa leather
and black Alcantara combo with contrasting
white stitching. It also features a custom
gear selector and handbrakes gaiters and
custom logo floormats.

Now, this is where most features would
finish as we’ve covered pretty much
everything, but instead this is where Neil
throws me the keys and insists I take it for a
spin. The things I do in the line of duty…
Neil comes along for the ride, but rather
than keeping an eye on proceedings, he
spends the entire journey telling me to drive
it harder. All in the name of science. With
435hp and 460lb ft of torque, performance is
spectacular – the 135i is not a heavy car, in

fact Neil has spent a long time researching
weights and with DCT on-board his car
comes in at 1545kg compared to 1570kg for
the 1M, and with more power to hand, it’s an
explosive combination. There’s virtually no
lag and regardless of the speed or gear, the
engine responds in an instant and the power
floods in, with masses of torque pummelling
your kidneys from way down the rev range.
The mid-range is the star of the show here,
where the torque really shines. When kept in
the 3500-5000rpm band, the 135i is
ferociously quick, the speed piling on at a
rate of knots and I find myself short shifting
to stay in that fat mid-range torque band
where it seems easiest to keep everything on
the boil. I will say that above 5000rpm, once
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you’re out of the torque spread, the top end
power isn’t quite there, the last 1500rpm or
so not bringing much more to the party, but
then you don’t need it and that’s not really
what this engine is about. You don’t have to
work it hard to get the most from it, and
once you settle into a rhythm of changing up
to keep right in the middle of that juicy
torque spread, it feels ballistic. 

The chassis is absolutely sublime and
despite the undulating B-roads we are
hurtling along, the car feels beautifully
composed, with the suspension soaking up
the worst of the bumps and dips, whilst still
keeping the body in check. The Quaife
differential and fat, 275 rear tyres mean that
all 435hp makes it to the Tarmac without
troubling the traction control, allowing you
to get on the power early through corners
without having to worry. And, with 255s up
front, the grip on turn-in is absolutely
phenomenal, it just sticks and refuses to 
let go, even in the most demanding of
corners – it is seriously impressive and 

you can really attack the roads in this thing. 
This is where DCT comes into its own and

as a big fan I totally understand Neil’s choice
– the shifts are lightning fast and the paddles
mean both hands can stay on the wheel,
which is definitely a good thing when you’re
covering ground at this sort of pace. It just
makes you feel more in control and better
able to focus on the drive. It also goes
without saying that the brakes, which are
really massive for a car of this size and
weight, are absolutely flawless and offer
enormous levels of stopping power,
regardless of how hard you work them. 

Three years ago, when we first featured
Neil’s 135i, it was a seriously impressive
machine but now it’s on a whole other level,
the complete package, the final evolution
and perfect execution of his vision. Visually
spectacular, dynamically flawless and
ferociously quick, it has been built as the
ultimate driving machine, and it delivers on
every level. You really can’t ask for more
than that ●

Carbon fibre galore both outside and inside;
interior is light on frills but still plush
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ENGINE & TRANSMISSION:
3.0-litre straight-six single twin-scroll
turbo N55B30, custom vented
undertray, Birds custom DME tune,
custom carbon air intake, BMS air
filter and pipe, 1M 850 Watt fan,
custom cooling system pipework,
BMW auxiliary radiator, ER intercooler,
ER chargepipes, ER carbon intercooler
shroud, custom painted engine cover,
Berk Technology downpipe, custom
stainless steel exhaust system,
Titanium exhaust tips, BMW M DCT
seven-speed gearbox, Quaife rear diff

CHASSIS: 9.5x19” (front and rear)
Schmidt Gambit lightened custom
offset wheels with 255/35 (front) and
275/30 (rear) ContiSportContact tyres,
lightweight tuner wheel bolts, Birds
B1 suspension, E9x M3 Convertible
front and rear anti-roll bars, E9x M3
front upper control arms, E9x M3
front lower control arms, E9x M3 rear
upper tie rods, E9x M3 rear bush kit,
E9x rear M3 link rod, BMW
Performance front and rear BBK with
custom painted calipers, ECS semi
floating front discs, ECS rear grooved
and drilled discs, Titanium brake
shims, custom braided hoses

EXTERIOR: Carbon bonnet vents,
custom 1M front bumper, custom
carbon brake ducts, F20 brake ducted
dust shields, custom front wings,
custom side skirts, custom rear
arches, rolled arch lips, carbon roof,
carbon bootlid, custom rear bumper,
Moto GP front splitter, BMW
Performance carbon wing mirrors,
custom carbon air ducts, custom
badging, custom kidney grilles,
Blackline window surrounds, BMW
Performance carbon mirrors, BMW
Darkline LCI rear lights, custom
carbon detail rear brake light
surround, BMW Performance rear
carbon diffuser

INTERIOR: BMW Performance
doorsill protectors, air-con removed,
BMW Performance carbon interior kit,
USB adaptor, ELM OBD 1, black
carbon steering wheel badge,
steering wheel carbon centre trim
interior retrimmed in combination of
black Nappa leather and black
Alcantara with contrasting white
stitching including steering wheel,
seats, doorcards, armrest and
headrests, seamless Alcantara dash
retrim, custom gear gaitor, custom
handbrake gaitor, custom logo floor
mats, custom dash storage bin
retrim, BMW Performance pedals,
BMW Performance handbrake, carbon
head unit surround, Sony head unit,
carbon heater surround

THANKS: Ian, Steve, Tom, Troy and
Jamie at Sycamore BMW, Dave,
Daruis and Sam at Peterborough
Bodyshop, Steve and co at Classic Car
Services, all at BMWenthusiasts.co.uk.
Without the knowledge and dedication
of all those above this project
wouldn’t have been possible

DATA FILE

The quad exhaust is a 1M signature
…they are too slow

but this isn’t a1M
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S
tart a discussion about ultimate
dream cars and chances are
you’re likely to be reaching for
an Italian dictionary before long.
You may as well pull a post war

German history text off the shelf at the same
time, and a few volumes of classic English
literature won’t go a miss either. They’ll be
plenty of talk of raging bulls and prancing
horses, Stuttgart will crop up, even Woking
will get a look in, but if we’re honest when
those lottery numbers come up Bayerische
Motoren Werke probably won’t be most
people’s first stop. “I’m not going to lie,”
laughed La Crescenta, California car
connoisseur Mariano Garcia, “I had the F40
and Countach posters up on my bedroom
wall when I was kid. But even then I knew
they weren’t the cars I really wanted when I
grew up.” Don’t get us wrong, Mariano likes

supercars as much as the next guy, but his
definition of the ultimate driving machine
doesn’t include stuff with pictures of
farmyard animals stitched into the leather.
Our man’s a BMW purist  – if it doesn’t have a
Roundel it’s not his ride.

“BMWs are a family tradition with us,”
explained the 30-something Beemer besotted
bookkeeper. “My father always had one or
two around. He had a 1978 Graphite grey
E12 530i and later bought a 1986 Alpine
white 325e sedan. The 325e was eventually
passed down to me and I modified it
mercilessly,” he laughed. The Garcia garage
was always kept fully stocked over the
years. “Later on, he would own a 1995
Calypso red 540i six-speed, and a tastefully-
modified Sahara beige E12 530i,” revealed
Mariano. “My mother has an Individual
package Mora-metallic on Kiwi interior 2001

M3, and my brother has an Imola red 330i
ZHP. We also have a Polaris silver 1979 328i
that kind of gets passed around the family.
All these cars were bought new except the
ZHP and the Sahara beige E12.” 

Apparently parting with these cars is not
high on the family’s to do list – once a BMW
is bought, it’s family. “All of the cars are still
in our possession except the 325e and the
’78 Graphite 530i which met premature
ends.” The 325e had gotten Mariano off to a
good start, a valuable education on the
brand and a lesson in hands-on modification.
“It’s the car that really got the ball rolling in
a practical sense,” he told us. “I lowered it,
swapped the engine for an M50, had all
smoked Hella headlights, MHW tail-lights,
smoked front turn signals, added smoked
side-repeaters, tint, and HIDs. I really
pushed the boat out and for a kid I didn’t do

Many of us dream of owning an E30 M3, and with its 2.5 engine and choice
upgrades, this example is a real dream come true.  Words & photos: Tony Saggu

Dream 
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too badly,” he added. “I updated it to have
the plastic bumpers, Shadowline window
trim, it was on rare 16” E30 fitment BBS RSs
with black centres, a Supersprint exhaust
system… just a laundry list of stuff.”

Having gotten his feet wet tinkering with
the Alpine saloon, it wasn’t long before
Mariano was in search of bigger and better
challenges. “There was only one car I had
my sights on,” he confessed. “I’d seen an E30
M3 once when I was a kid, the image of that
car was burnt into my brain and I knew I
would have to get one, one day.” Finding one
of the rare boxy bad boys in acceptable
condition is difficult; prizing the car out of
the clutches of an almost certain enthusiast
owner can prove to be near impossible.
Weeks turned into months as the search got
into high gear, Mariano admits his patience
wasn’t all it could have been: “I just wanted

to get my hands on one,” he laughed, “I’d
spent my whole life waiting.” 

Garcia’s uncle owned a garage in nearby
Orange County, so being well plugged into
the local SoCal car scene and the racing
community he was roped into the quest. “He
had his eyes open because I’d told him that I
was in the market for one,” he recalled. “My
uncle tipped me off to a customer of a well-
known Porsche tuning shop in the area who
was thinking of selling his M3; I was down
there like a shot. Originally I was hell-bent
on an Alpine white one to go with my 325,
but when I saw how the Diamond black-
metallic paint looked in the sun with specks
of blue and purple… I committed one of the
worst car-buying sins you can and bought
the very first car I saw,” he laughed.   

The car put a goodly sized dent in
Mariano’s bank account, but the mildly

modded 1990 M3 was reasonably clean and
had plenty of potential. “It already had a 2.5-
litre in it,” he revealed. “The suspension was
fairly well sorted with lowered springs,
uprated shocks and RD swaybars, the
wheels were cool 16” WED racing rims with
black centres.” On the downside the engine
had been hobbled by a retrofitted
“horrendous-looking” Porsche 944 Turbo
single outlet exhaust. The interior was
missing its seats as the seller had nicked his
previously installed buckets and tossed the
rears. “The paint was okay though not to my
standard, but it did have a non-cracked dash
that sits in the car still to this day.” 

Our man admits the car has been, and will
continue to be an evolving project, with
almost 15 years of ownership under his belt
and no plans to sell… ever, Mariano was in
no rush to dive into any overnight makeover.
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“I’m not tooting my own horn but I’m
privileged to say that this is the car I dreamt
of owning since I was a kid. I never thought it
possible that I would be the owner of a car
with every single modification that I had
planned. At 15, owning the car I see in the
garage now was a pipe dream. I still just open
the garage and stare at it thinking to myself
‘yes, this is your car, you own it’. I’m still in
disbelief. I’m as in love with the car now as
the day I bought it a decade-and-a-half ago.” 

Not much has stayed untouched on the
car over the years, although the dream car
build has followed a tasteful OEM plus route
rather than an extreme makeover. The
exterior treatment speaks volumes about the
Garcia sense of style but the seamlessly
blended additions could easily be factory
issue BMW Motorsport items. Plenty of
custom carbon fibre is the order of the day,
which should have spelt a recipe for
disaster, but like we said taste can make all
the difference. A custom crafted carbon
composite bonnet and brake cooling ducts
add motorsport flair to the sharp end, and
the smoked headlights, tinted indicator
lenses and an Evo 3 spoiler lip back up the
look. The weave has been used to accent the
appearance rather than define it, the sunroof

panel, DTM mirrors and Evo 3 rear spoiler
punctuate the reshot factory black paint
with splashes of carbon detail. “I’ve changed
the parts that I though were tacky over the
years,” Mariano told us. “For a long while I
had a custom black and white M roundel
that people would always give me stick
about. I insisted that it went with the whole
black theme of the car until I don’t
remember what happened, maybe it was a
maturity thing, I just changed it to the
original one. I have to agree it flows better
with the overall look.” Evo 3 wheels have
made it on and off the ‘to do’ list a lot too,
reports Garcia, but the present set of rollers
would seem to be impossible to improve on. 

“Those wheels have an interesting story
behind them. I had gone to the World Cup in
Germany in 2006 to cheer on Argentina… er
sorry English fans,” he chuckled. “Anyway, I
have a friend over there, Mike Edler, who
had a stunning custom painted pearl
blue/green/purple Opel colour E30 M3 with
these BBS rims on it. He said he could get
them all refurbished and customised with
whichever caps I wanted; flat, shortened,
regular… and the cap sticker inside
polished, black, gold whatever. Any
hardware, whichever colour centres, just a

fully custom built set of wheels to my specs.
Well, like most people, in my opinion BBS
RSs are the quintessential E30 or ’80s BMW
rims so I decided to have at it.” 

The result of the transatlantic vacation and
shopping spree were a quartet of fully
refurbished BBS RS 212 rims in 8.5x17” up
front and 197, 9.5x17” out back. Slant lipped
dishes, Nogaro Silver mesh with polished caps
completed the ensemble. Keeping the wheels
planted to the pavement is a suspension setup
worthy of a track star: “It’s an M3 and I drive
it like an M3,” insisted Mariano. “The
coilovers are by TC Kline. If I’m not mistaken
this was the first TC Kline E30 M3 kit made, I
went up to its shop in Ventura to have it
installed by the team themselves.” Vorschlag
front camber plates assure a perfect contact
patch in the bends and Racing Dynamics sway
bars take care of the roll. Garcia reports that
the Entwiklung Dreissig Zen front and rear
strut braces stiffen up the almost 25-year-old
shell a treat, and polybushes handle any
suspension flex that may have gotten past the
other race ready hardware.

Under that carbon composite bonnet the
mix of factory items and tasteful touches
continues: “It is all S14,” Mariano said. “I’ve
always been a purist about swapping the
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ENGINE: 2.5-litre four-cylinder S14B25,
fully rebuilt with 95.5mm bore, OEM Sport
Evolution crankshaft, Turner Stage 3
cylinder head, Alpha N/Maxx engine
management, carbon fibre Gruppe M air
box and snorkel, custom aluminium
radiator, 48mm OEM Sport Evolution
throttle bodies, VAC Motorsport DTM oil
pan, 11.25:1 compression ratio, Gruppe A
two-piece exhaust manifold, Supersprint
centre resonator, Magnaflow exhaust, M
Coupé diff cover

CHASSIS: 8.5x17” (front) BBS RS 212
and 9.5x17” (rear) BBS 197 wheels,
custom ordered, fully refurbished with
Nogaro silver centres and polished centre
caps with 215/40 (front) and 245/35 
(rear) Goodyear Eagle F1 tyres. TC Kline
double-adjustable coilover suspension
(500/600 spring rates), Vorschlag camber
plates, Koni adjustable shocks, Racing
Dynamics anti-roll bars, Entwiklung
Dreissig Zen front and rear strut brace,
polyurethane bushes throughout, E36 M3
steering rack, Wilwood six-piston BBK,
stainless steel braided brake lines, ATE
Super Blue brake fluid

EXTERIOR: Respray with Glasurit in
original Diamond black metallic paint and
clearcoat, carbon fibre DTM Mirrors (non-
vented), carbon fibre sunroof, carbon fibre
Evo 3 Rear Spoiler, carbon fibre Evo 3
front splitter, carbon fibre brake ducts,
carbon fibre ViS bonnet, Hella Colorline DE
smoked ellipsoid headlights with city
lights, DDM HID conversion, smoked front
indicators, Euro grilles, running lights
deleted, MHW smoked tail-lights

INTERIOR: Sport Evolution suede
steering wheel, M illuminated gear knob,
suede handbrake boot with M stitching,
suede handbrake handle with M stitching,
suede gaiter with M stitching, Sport
Evolution door sills, Recaro SRD-type
seats with grey Alcantara and M cross
Amaretta cloth inserts, E46 M3 grey
floormats, Autopower roll bar, AC Schnitzer
pedals, Innovate Motorsports LC-1
wideband A/F ratio gauge, Autometer oil
pressure gauge

THANKS: I don’t want to leave anyone
out. My mother and father (without him I
probably wouldn’t have become such a
BMW fanatic). My wife for tolerating me
and all our fun trips to meets for 18+
years, my kids who have a blast when in
the back of my M3, all the La Crescenta
chums who, apart from the car scene,
have been there for me in personal ups
and downs in my life (you know who you
are), Barry Robinson, the lighting of the
match which was me going on this forum
to find some lights in 1999 and coming
out a decade and a half later with lots of
lifelong friends that changed the direction
of my life, DTMPower.net, r3vlimited,
S14.net, Jon Shafer, my OC tUNINGwERKS
and Sunday Brunch OGs, all my San Diego
friends, Bimmerfest, SoCal Vintage. I really
have too many people to mention
throughout all these years. Thanks to any
of you that I have had contact with
because I got something from all of it.
RACING CLUB DE AVELLANEDA vamos mi
academia carajo!

DATA FILE
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Left: Interior features gorgeous
Recaro SRD-style seats with grey

Alcantara, Sport Evo steering
wheel and ACS pedals; exterior
carbon highlights include DTM
mirrors and Evo 3 rear spoiler

engines out of these cars, but my stance has
softened. With age comes wisdom and I
understand why someone would choose to
go that route and bank for the buck. The S14
isn’t the easiest on the wallet to maintain,
plus I get how the newer generations crave
those silly horsepower numbers.” 

Though one could argue the motor is
stock, standard it certainly isn’t, the engine
has been treated to a complete rebuild
featuring a guest list of greats; this is one
Motorsport 3 that can back up its looks.
“Yeah it’s packed with all the good stuff,”
smiled Mariano, “but my favourite
underbonnet piece is the carbon air-box. It
makes my inner child imagine that I’m that
closer to having a real works DTM Racer. It’s
a mod that I had been dreaming of doing for
as long as I’ve owned the car… even before
owning the car actually,” he laughed. “Under
full load, the sound the car makes from the

engine bay is orgasmic, especially after
about 4-4.2k.” We’re guessing the Group A
manifold and full big bore exhaust system
don’t hurt the soundtrack either. 

The factory fresh E30 M3 had a
respectable cabin out-of-the-box, reviewers
even threw around superlatives like “stylish”
and “sporty” to describe the interior
architecture, but that was a long time ago.
Updating a ’90s icon without losing the soul
of a classic takes more than a little skill,
though thankfully Mariano has the touch. A
brace of Recaro SRD-inspired buckets
crowned by a subtle, but race-legal
Autopower roll bar form the centrepiece of
the restyled cockpit. Suede has been the
covering of choice, with the velvety leather
nap covering the seats, steering wheel, gear
stick and brake gaiters, subtleties like the M
Sport stitching throughout are easy to miss
but go a long way to contribute to the classy

feel of the cabin. “Details like the stitching
and M Cross Amaretta Cloth Inserts really
tie the whole thing together I think,” mused
Mariano, “it’s a classical look.”    

We pushed the owner for insights into the
future of the dream car build, what tasty
trinkets are we likely to see work their way
on to the project? “Not a thing,” he insisted
“I am completely satisfied with the looks and
performance of the car. I’ve seen my
contemporaries get the car to a point where
everyone said it was good and keep going to
the point of idiocy until they ruin the car
because they don’t know when to stop. Like
an aging rocker you just become a caricature
of yourself,” he continued. “I think I have
found that sweet spot where the car needs
nothing and it is at its zenith. I think it’s at
its Dark Side of the Moon pinnacle. Why not
stay there? Don’t the English have a saying
about ‘gilding the lily’?” ●

I’m as in love with the car now as

a decade-and-a-half ago
the day I bought it
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KW automotive UK Ltd 
Phone: 0870 990 7536 
Fax: 0845 021 2548
eMail: info@KWautomotive.co.uk 

THE PERFECT SUSPENSION FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

www.KWautomotive.co.uk

PARTNER OF

“At our BMW ALPINA B3 GT3 and on the race 
track we rely on KW coilovers – because our 

customers expect just the best from an ALPINA.” 

ANDREAS BOVENSIEPEN
Managing Director Alpina

KW clubspor t

BECAUSE WE DON‘T DRIVE
     JUST ANY CAR
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Californ
Living a short hour’s drive from the beautiful Laguna Seca Raceway has given Joel
Booker the only excuse needed to strap a supercharger to his E90 M3’s fearsome V8.
Words: Iain Curry Photos: Richard Le
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feeling it would be the perfect platform to
work on, and although he planned to make
some upgrades, he admitted he never
expected to modify it to the extent he has.
From top to toe very little expense has been
spared, and Joel’s not afraid to ditch
modifications and try something else if he’s
not 100% happy.

The 27-year-old financial analyst lives in
Campbell in California, which is in the
Silicon Valley portion of the Bay Area. In
other words, there’s some fine metal rolling
around these wealthy streets, and young
men in M3s won’t be a rare sight. As a
bonus, Campbell is a mere hour’s drive away
from one of America’s finest  – and arguably
most picturesque – race tracks: Laguna
Seca. Joel’s dad would take him to races at

“A
fter a while, you get used to
any amount of power.” While
this may be true in most
instances – Group B rally
drivers and early-’70s Can-

Am drivers may disagree – American
modifier Joel Booker neatly sums up why so
many of us seek extra horses in our road
cars with this quote. Perhaps his sentiments
can help us understand why he decided to
strap an ESS Tuning supercharger to his E90
M3, a car that in standard form is good for
420hp from its high-revving and bordering-
on-legendary 4.0-litre naturally aspirated V8.

The boosted nature of this previous-gen
M3 may be the highlight here, but it is just
part of a comprehensive modifying package
thrown at this E90. Joel bought the M3 new

the undulating Laguna Seca Raceway while
he was growing up, and combined with his
old man being heavily into Porsches, BMWs
and owning a Ferrari, Joel is no stranger to
performance cars and how much damn fun
they are on the track.

In 2011 Joel bought the M3 new as his
first sports car, choosing the DCT
transmission and practically every factory
option available. He wasted little time fitting
some entry-level Dinan mods, including an
intake, exhaust, pulleys and custom tune,
but was soon itching for more. “I’d basically
hit the most power I could get without the
blower, and decided to go with ESS because
I’d only heard good things about the
company and the products it puts forth,” 
he said.

I have definitely taken

and made it perfect for me
a fantastic car
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Even so, bringing forced induction to
such a highly tuned stock V8 isn’t a decision
to be taken lightly. The 4.0-litre powerplants
in these M3s are rightly regarded as one of
the finest engines ever created by BMW, and
the car’s ability to hit 60mph in just 4.5-
seconds is usually enough performance for
anyone. It’s to Joel’s credit that he strived
for even more.

“People on the forums seemed most
satisfied with ESS’s reliability and customer
service, so after chatting with the team there
and IND Distribution it was an easy choice,”
Joel said. “I started off looking at their base
kit, but decided to move up to the next one
because it was intercooled. The price
difference to the next level was fairly
modest, so I ended up with the 625 kit

because it was the most power you could
get while still using fuel with an octane level
I can find at the pump.”

The Californian also optioned ESS’s
mighty carbon fibre manifold which totally
enhances the underbonnet look of the car,
and combined with an Akrapovic GT4
titanium exhaust helps make the note
something to grin about. “The sound of the
exhaust howling when I get on the gas puts
a smile on my face every time,” Joel said.
“My neighbours probably feel it’s a bit loud,
but they haven’t complained yet.”

Having never driven a supercharged M3
before, Joel admits he was nervous about
the final result after the modification work
was performed by Fremont’s Alekshop. The
supercharger had been bolted right on

without any permanent modifications
needed – a big plus as far as Joel was
concerned – and Aleks at Alekshop told him
the install can be done in about a day with
software tuning easy to load with a laptop.

Joel took the day off work to drive around
as much as possible to get through the quick
break-in period. “I could immediately hear
the sound of the blower spooling and some
extra kick in the gas pedal,” he said. “When I
eventually put the pedal all the way to the
floor for the first time I was amazed by the
power and I’ve been smiling ever since. The
car is brutally fast, but still tame enough to
drive every day.”

Returning to that titanium exhaust, Joel
remarked that in his opinion it is a work of
art. He also revealed he’s had nine different
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exhaust combinations of mid-pipes and
mufflers in the short time he’s owned the
car, so it took him some trial and error to
get the setup to his exacting requirements. 

Call it indecision, a regular desire for
change or just an endless strive for
perfection, but Joel’s also on his sixth set of
rims for the car. In situ now are uber-
desirable 19-inch BBS F1 alloys – 9.5-inches
wide up front and 10.5 at rear – which weigh
a paltry 8.8kg per corner. He’d previously
used 18-inch Apex wheels for track use, and
ran 20-inch Vorsteiners that looked great but
were heavy. The black BBS rims are shod in
Yokohama AD08 rubber, which Joel reports
as being very good for road and track, with
the only issue being he goes through them
quickly. Witness one of the man’s impressive

burnouts and it’s not hard to see why.
Behind each rim is a Brembo GT big

brake kit, complete with calipers painted
striking BMW OEM Fire orange, while the
stance can be attributed to an Ohlins road
and track coilover setup. Again this was not
the first method Joel had tried – Dinan
provided his first set of aftermarket
springs – but the Ohlins coilovers with
Vorshlag camber plates have improved the
game decisively. “Aleks convinced me that
the car would handle like a dream when
taken to the track while maintaining enough
comfort for street driving,” Joel said. “I drive
the car every day to work and I’ve never felt
like it was too much, but the biggest
downsides are driveways and speed bumps
when paired with a front lip spoiler.”

And it’s not the sort of front end you want
to be damaging: a Vorsteiner GTSV front
splitter is a delightful exterior addition you’d
want to keep away from crack-inducing
asphalt bashes. Other upgrades include a
Vorsteiner Type II rear diffuser (although
this has recently been replaced by a 3D
Design item), BMW Performance carbon
fibre Type II spoiler and Platte Forme A.G.
carbon fibre side skirt extensions that give a
subtle almost DTM-esque widening down
the flanks. The interesting-looking mirrors
are also BMW Performance carbon fibre
items with a custom M5-style paint scheme
by IND Distribution, while the front grille
has been gloss black painted.

As for the interior, Joel’s idea was to
present things in what he called ‘OEM
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Plus’ – unmistakably BMW but with a
sporting luxury edge. The BMW
Performance seats are not items available in
the USA, but Aleks at Alekshop said they
could be purchased from BMW in Germany,
and he had the contacts to do so. “They’re
appealing seats because they look great,
hold you in a bit more than stock when
taking the turns, and don’t do away with all
the luxury aspects such as heating or safety
features like airbags,” Joel explained.

The steering wheel also came from BMW
Performance and has been given a custom
white stripe by IND Distribution, plus
Verstrabe extended DCT paddles. There’s
Alcantara for the gear shift and handbrake
boots, Dinan pedals, and although not in
place by the time of our photoshoot, a BMW

Competition carbon fibre centre console, 3D
Design handbrake handle and an Awron
digital vent gauge. There’s also a hardwired
Valentine One radar detector on board, but
we can’t imagine why such a thing would be
necessary in a supercharged M3…

As for future plans, Joel said he’s been
toying with the idea of doing a carbon roof
conversion as seen with the new F80 M3s.
“But I’m not sure I’m willing to give up my
sunroof with this beautiful California
weather,” he said. Beyond that he’s very
pleased with the result, with the main plan
giving himself and the car more track time,
including at Laguna Seca where he’s already
had the pleasure of testing his ’charged toy. 

If this E90 M3 is in its final guise, Joel has
every right to be smitten with the result. “I

have definitely taken a fantastic car and
made it perfect for me,” he said. “It really
can do anything from picking up the
groceries to lapping Laguna Seca. I test
drove the new (six-cylinder twin-
turbocharged) M3/M4 and it was a good car,
but when I drove mine afterwards I knew
mine was something special. And man, does
that new car sound awful.”

So maybe Joel’s example is exactly what
BMW enthusiasts need if left a little cold by
the uninspiring note from the new M3s and
M4s? His has the V8 and an aftermarket
supercharger to realise more power than the
new F8x models, and a note from a titanium
exhaust system that must sound knee-
weakening off the hills surrounding Laguna
Seca. In all, a job very well done indeed ●

ENGINE: 4.0-litre V8 S65B40, ESS Tuning VT2-625
supercharger kit, ESS carbon fibre manifold, ESS Tuning
DCT software, Alekshop oil cooler, Akrapovic GT4 titanium
exhaust system with cat delete, WPC treated rod bearing
replacement

TRANSMISSION: Seven-speed DCT

CHASSIS: 9.5x19” ET28 (front) and 10.5x19” ET23
(rear) black BBS F1 wheels shod in 265/30 (front) and
295/30 (rear) Yokohama AD08 tyres, Ohlins Road and
Track coilovers, Vorshlag camber plates, RS Sport anti-roll
bars front and rear, Alekshop subframe bushings, Dinan
carbon fibre strut tower braces, Brembo GT kit with
380mm drilled discs and six-piston (front) and four-piston
(rear) calipers painted BMW OEM Fire orange, Endless
brake pads

EXTERIOR: Vorsteiner GTSV front splitter, Vorsteiner
Type II rear diffuser, Platte Forme A.G carbon fibre side
skirt extensions, BMW Performance carbon fibre Type II
spoiler, BMW Performance carbon fibre mirror
replacements with M5-style paint scheme by IND
Distribution, gloss black grille

INTERIOR: BMW Performance seats, BMW
Performance steering wheel with custom white stripe by
IND Distribution and Verstrabe extended DCT paddles,
Alcantara tri-stitched gearshift and handbrake boots
customised by IND Distribution, Dinan performance
pedals, hardwired Valentine One radar detector

THANKS: Huge thanks to my family, my fiancé for
putting up with constant car talk, Aleks and Paul at
Alekshop, IND Distribution and Richard Le

DATA FILE
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Styling for E92/93 Facelift

Lighting - E30 & E32/E34

Lighting Upgrade Set - E46

Sport Lowering Kits

Front Foglamp Sets

Shop on-line at www.mstyle.co.uk or visit our store & showroom
Showroom & Service Centre:  Unit 2,  Northgate Park,  Collier Row Road,  Romford,  Essex  RM5 2BG.  United Kingdom

All prices include VAT. Prices correct at time of going to press
but subject to alteration without notice. E&OE.

Carbon Fibre Front Splitter
Fits E92 & E93 LCI facelift models 
Adds more aerodynamic downforce
Price: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £279

£279.00

£129.00

Fits E46 and E39
Sports and M3/M5

Angel Eye Headlamps
for E30 & E32/E34
Black or Chrome . . . . . . . . £129.00

Lighting Upgrade 
Package
Includes LED Rear Lights 
(4 Pieces),Side Repeaters and Front
Indicators in clear or smoked. 
Saloon (all) & Coupe 
(>2003) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £177.60
Convertible (>2003) . . . . . £234.00

Remap your car 
from your home 
laptop PC !
Tune for optimum 
performance and fuel economy! 
iMoss tool alone. . . . . . . . . £129.00
10% discount on remap program
for your car. Call for prices.

Superbright HID Xenon Conversion
for E92/E93
supplied . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £195.00
fully fitted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £295.00 

Massive Range of
Alloy Wheels & Tyres
from just £495 for a
wheel & tyre set!

Suspension, and
Chassis Tuning

Manhart Tuning for 1M

M-Style ‘Sportlook” Kits

E92/93 HID Xenon Conversion

Entry level tuning software 
385bhp / 530nm . . . . . . . £1595.00

Intercooler + exhaust downpipes
matched with tuning software
Over 400bhp . . . . . . . . . . £2895.00

Packages to increase to 420bhp
and 450bhp are also available -
e.g.  carbon fibre induction system,
uprated oil cooler

Manhart turbo modification and
performance clutch upgrade. 
512bhp / 645nm . . . . . . . . . . £POA

Options available for other BMW
and Mini models.

£195.00
FROM

Mosselman iMoss Tuning

Projector
£79.00

Foglamps
£59.00

Smoked 
£59.00

E81/E87. . . . . £99.00
E36 . . . . . . . . £79.00
E46 . . . . . . . . £79.00
E90/E93. . . . . £99.00

30 - 40mm

E46 Sportlook
Supplied 
from . . £450.00
Painted & fitted
. . . . . . £850.00

E60 Sportlook
Supplied 
from . . £780.00
Painted & fitted
. . . . . £1230.00

E92 & E93
Supplied 
from . . £636.00
Painted & fitted
. . . . . £1200.00

E36 ‘M-Look’ Kit

Worldwide Delivery

£177.60
FROM

Check out  our  website Blog!

Manhart Vent Gauge

Black-Chrome finish (not painted).
Gives your car a ‘Tuner Special’
look. Available for most
current/recent BMW models 

£50.00
FROM

ICI Rear Lamp Upgrade

For early 
E92 & E93

Includes
complete 
rear lamp units and 
wiring adaptor to update to late model
ICI lights. Update kit . . . . . . . £634.80
Coding to car’s ECU (required) £96.00

ShadowChrome Grille

 Digital Display Vent Gauge for petrol
or diesel 1 Series, 3 Series and X5.
Shows 0-100 km/h, 0-200 km/h,
Boost Pressure, G-Force, Top Speed,
Torque (Nm), Power Output (hp), Oil
Temperature, Water Temperature,
Intake-Air Temperature
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £845.00

Big Brake Kits, Discs, 
Pads, Calipers and 
Brake Hose Kits

£249.00

The M-Look Stage 1 kit for cars
with standard SE rear bumper....
Body kit supplied . . . . . . . . £249.00
Fully painted/fitted . . . . . . . £449.00
The M-Look Stage 2 kit
for cars without standard SE rear
bumper.... 
Body kit supplied . . . . . . . . £369.00
Fully painted/fitted . . . . . . . £649.00

•   Visit our website for full listing & prices•Parts and Accessories for all BMW Models

Auto Styling and Performance Enhancements  Sales, Servicing

M-Style are now agents for Air Lift Performance Air Suspension and can offer
conversions for... BMW 3 Series E36 and E46. BMW 5 Series ‘97-’03, M3 ‘95-’99
and ‘99-’06 and M5 ‘95-’03. 

Customers’car of the month

Another creation from the M-Style power station
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1M Look Conversion

• All BMW & Mini models

• Suspension, Brakes 
• Laser Alignment

• Air Conditioning Servicing

• Same Day 
Re-Map Service

• Full/Intermediate
Interval Vehicle
Servicing

• Purpose 
built Paint 
& Body Shop

• 6 Year Paint 
Warranty

• Insurance 
Approved 
Repairs

• Wheel & Styling
Showrooms

• Wheel & Tyre
Fitting & Balancing

Showroom & Service Centre:  Unit 2,  Northgate Park,  Collier Row Road,  Romford,  Essex  RM5 2BG.  United Kingdom

Tyrus - 18”, 19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

LM Style - 18”, 19” ,20”
Wider rears. Various Colours

Apollo - 19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

CSL Style - 18”, 19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

CSL Style Black 18”, 19”
Wider rears. Various Colours

Includes a powerdome and teardrop
vents.  In GRP . . . . . . . . . . . £1295
In carbon fibre. . . . . . . . . . . . £1595

Genuine carbon fibre exterior
styling products for the latest BMW
5 Series M-Sport model, enhancing
the appearance beyond the
standard recognized factory look. 
Carbon front spoiler . . . . . . £279.00
Carbon fibre rear diffuser (available
for all exhaust outlet types) £269.00
carbon fibre boot spoiler . . £209.00
carbon fibre roof spoiler . . £195.00

Body kits, spoilers and halo lights
available for most BMW models.     
Please call for details

The UK’s Premier BMW Styling & Tuning Specialist

Lighting 
Upgrades

Visit our Website - the largest
interior and exterior styling
range for all BMW’s in the UK!

E91/E92/93 Carbon Diffuser

£169.00

£195.00
FROM

£495.00
FROM

Genuine BMW Wheels available at favourable prices.
Package deals with performance tyres - call or visit website for prices.
GENUINE BMW Spares and Accessories available - call for a quote!

Genuine BMW Wheels at favourable prices

FROM

www.autoenhance.co.uk

Now you can give your E82 or E88
BMW the ‘1M look’ with M-Style’s
new body styling conversions.

Front Bumper with distinctive large
air intakes and cheek vents. £699.00
Front Splitter for bumper . . £295.00
Rear Bumper Kit, with cut-outs for a
twin tailpipe exhaust system (not
included) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £472.00

for 1 Series E82/E88

Body kits, spoilers and halo lights
available for most BMW models.
Please call for visit website

FINANCE PACKAGES
including 12 months 

0% INTEREST FREE  CREDIT
12 months - or up to 36 months finance options * Subject to status  - Written details on request

Call for
details

Don’t wait.
Buy it now!

UUC Short Shift

Reduces shift travel by 35% at stock
height and 40% when reduced to
short end of height range. 
Increased smoothness, acoustically
isolated from linkage. 

FROM

£160.00

Telephone 0208 598 9115 Online Shopping: www.mstyle.co.uk

carbon fibre
boot spoiler

Carbon
front spoiler

Carbon fibre
rear diffuser

• Full Service Centre

• MOT testing & Repairs

FROM

£1295.00

Lightweight M-Look Bonnet

• Comprehensive  Styling 
and Performance Part Sales

• Demo & Courtesy Cars• Nationwide Collection/Drop off

• Interior retrims and repairs

• Fitting available on all parts

Quantum- 19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

SET of FOUR

£750.00

NEW!

• Helpful & Experienced 

Staff & Technicians

BMW 1 Series Panels
Parts are available for all 1 Series
models including the 1M unless
otherwise stated.

Vented powerdome bonnet
Primed £495.00 / Carbon £695.00

M-Look front wings complete with
chrome trims and side indicators

pair £795.00
CSL style bootlid (for coupe only)

Primed £409.00
Carbon £549.00

Main Dealer Level Servicing Menus at Excellent  Prices!    Fully Equipped Workshops for Servicing & Repairs

• Sales and Service

• Paint 
Grahics 
& Wrapping
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Download 

We’ve teamed up with the tech wizards at pocketmags to

offer more interactive content than ever before, available on

more platforms than ever before!

All of our digital magazine subscriptions and issues can be

downloaded from anywhere in the world and read on PC,

Mac, iPad, iPhone, Android devices, Kindle Fire, Windows 8

devices and the BlackBerry Playbook.

From just£2.99 per issue!

Now available on:

www.pocketmags.com/pbmw

Like to read your magazines digitally?
No problem!
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This is what happens when a keen modifier
decides to “slow down a bit”! Haiko Hartmann’s
550i is a brutal embodiment of humanity’s
inability to stop messing about with things…
Words: Daniel Bevis  Photos: Kevin Raekelboom  
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Tinted lights and custom 1M-style front
bumper give this Five an aggressive

look; 20” polished RAD 48 wheels 
are certainly an individual choice
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S
urprising as it may seem, the
dystopian sci-fi action thriller
The Matrix came out 15 years
ago. My, how we’re eagerly
marching toward the film’s

central themes becoming reality. And those
of you who are fans of the movie may recall
the car that Morpheus and his crew drive
around in when they’re inside the Matrix –
it’s a 1965 Lincoln Continental: long, low,
mean, hardly incognito, giving off tangible
waves of menacing gangster vitriol.

Now, imagine if that film had been made a
decade later, and set in Europe rather than
the US (it’s a stretch, I know, but go
with it). What might the last
remaining conscious humans be
rolling in? A Merc 600 Grosser?
Possibly, although I like to think it’d
be something more like this E60 5
Series. It just feels kinda Matrix-
like, doesn’t it? It’s bullishly in-your-
face and belligerently offbeat.

The Morpheus figure in this
particular tale is a German
electronics technician by the name
of Haiko Hartmann. “I didn’t
actually want to modify the car
that much in the beginning,” he
admits. “After my previous projects
I thought it was time to slow down
a bit. But over the past few years it’s actually
turned into my biggest project yet.”

Chief among Haiko’s prior achievements is
his long-running VW project: a 9N3 Polo,
lowered on H&R coilovers, with a 1.8T that
makes 200hp. “I just wanted a bigger car than
the Polo, really,” he explains. “My first idea
was to get a B7 Audi RS4 but having laid the
specs side-by-side with the E60 550i, and the
fact that the quality is better overall with the
BMW, it was an easy choice.”
And so a lightly-used 2006 550i was sourced
from a BMW main dealer and a new chapter
opened up in Haiko’s modifying career. Not

that he was expecting it to, but hey, that’s just
the way the car bug bites. Once it’s clawed its
way into your DNA, there’s no coming back.
He should really have seen it coming.

Now, the 550i is an impressive enough
piece of kit in standard form, so it certainly
makes an entertaining canvas on which to
paint a modified masterpiece. Under the
bonnet resides the venerable N62B48 V8, a
4.8-litre leviathan offering 362hp and 361lb
ft, all thrown through the joyful SMG
transmission. These are impressive figures
for a car that, if you so desired, you could
debadge and stealthily prowl through the

metropolis, unassuming eyes perhaps
dismissing it as a humble 520i. But, of
course, that’s not the modus operandi here.
The QTP exhaust valve is the first indication
you’ll get as this 550i approaches from afar;
it’s quiet and subtle as it crawls along but
bury the throttle and it transmutes into a
snarling beast. It really is quite scary.

“The first evolution happened back in
2012,” says Haiko. “I had the stock wheels, a
set of Style 172s, powdercoated in white; a
GAS Variant 2 air-ride system was fitted and
the car was vinyl-wrapped in matte blue.”
The relatively simple transformative effects

of wrapping the car clearly appealed as the
following year it found itself being re-
plastered in a shade of matt red. It was at
this point that the braking system was
upgraded to a hardcore K-Sport setup (eight-
pot calipers and 380mm discs up front, four-
pots with 356mm rotors out back) both to
haul up all of those rampaging horses and to
provide a little eye candy to peep out
through the new Vossen rims that Haiko had
sourced. That thing about not wanting to
modify the car too much hadn’t really played
itself out as planned…

As you will have deduced, the game was
far from over. One of the most
significant elements of the E60’s
2014 evolution is the unusual and
innovative suspension setup. With
past projects – the Polo and his
E36 325i – he’d been a card-
carrying advocate of rolling static,
getting the car low on coilovers
and keeping it there. But for this
latest iteration a little lateral
thinking was required; he loved the
control and feel of coilovers but
wanted to get it as Manga-low as
you can go with airbags, so set
about hybridising the two formulae
to create something specifically
tailored to his requirements. “The

custom air-ride system allows me to drop it
right to the ground,” he grins indulgently.
“We started with a set of H&R coilovers,
which were then extremely shortened and
fitted with Firestone airbags. So it’s always
really low, handles superbly, and can go
ultra-low at the flick of a switch.” Sounds
like the best of both worlds, doesn’t it?

And did this new gangster stance present
any head scratching when he decided to fit a
set of 20” rims? Well, a little, although it
helps that modern 20s come in narrower
sizes than they did a few years ago – the
RAD 48 Detroit rims that this 550i is packing

Bury the throttle and

into a snarling beast
it transmutes
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measure 9” wide at the front and 10.5” at the
rear, which is broad enough for a fat-boy
footprint but not so cartoonishly massive as
to require major surgery to the metalwork.
“The front wings have been widened 35mm
each side to allow for better steering lock;
that was all that was required for it to drive
perfectly,” says Haiko.

So, not cartoonishly wide but the design
of the wheels does offer a brilliantly
caricaturistic profile, particularly with the
polished spokes reaching out into the black
void between them. It gives it the look of a
retro-futuristic concept car, the kind of thing
you might have seen on a Pininfarina show
stand in the late-1970s or early ’80s, which
perhaps explains the old-school Campari
logos on the candy-hued brake calipers. It’s
like a forward-looking design sketch from
the past.

But these retro touches are
counterpointed and brought bang up-to-
date by the colour scheme. Yes, you
guessed it, it’s another wrap! “The colour’s
called Uni dark grey,” Haiko reveals. “I’m a
big fan of the whole US thing, clean,
simple, OEM/OEM+, and I love plain

colours if they’re done right. So the
exterior was wrapped by Schwabenfolia,
along with various detail parts inside the
car. The difference between this and the
other wraps I’ve had on the car is that this
is a glossy foil, rather than a matte one,
and I think it complements the lines of the
E60 perfectly.”

Those lines are exponentially enhanced
by that unusual front bumper, a home-made
item that incorporates elements of the 1M
nose – a popular mod on E9x 3 Series but an
unusual find on a 5. This works hand-in-
hand with BMW’s own M styling pack along
with some tinted US-spec lights and a platter
of gloss black details – the kidney grilles,
the wing mirrors, the rear diffuser, the roof –
to break up the grey with a contrasting
slippery shade.

“My favourite part of the build is
definitely the wheels,” Haiko smiles,
admiring them in a way that you can tell he’s
done a thousand times before. “There are
only three sets in the world. I wanted
something really different, so I spoke to a
friend of mine who just so happens to be the
CEO of RAD 48, and we decided on a

custom set of Detroit rims for my car.
They’re usually designed for VWs but after a
heavy Photoshop’ing session we knew that
they’d be the right ones for the car –
something really exclusive.”

So, the car gets some pretty favourable
reactions, then? “Well, Project Five-Five-
Zero was always a question of taste,” he
says magnanimously. “Some people get it,
some don’t, and that’s okay. But people who
can see all of the work and thought that
have gone into the car really love it, and
that’s what’s important. I’m happy myself
with how it looks and that’s always the point
of tuning, isn’t it? You do it for yourself.”

It helps, naturally, that the brawny V8
allows the low-slung hoodlum to rip across
the Tarmac in bullet-quick time, outrunning
its surprised rivals as it tears across a
fantastical cyberpunk scene-scape of its own
creation. It probably can bend physical
space to its own whims, reducing all logic to
glimmering binary digits in scrolling green,
giving sentient machines something to worry
about. There’s even space to perform weird
procedures on Keanu Reeves in the back.
And that’s pretty sci-fi ●

ENGINE &
TRANSMISSION: N62B48
4.8-litre V8, QTP exhaust valve
system, SMG transmission

CHASSIS: 9x20” ET8 (front) and
10.5x20” ET27 (rear) RAD 48
Detroit wheels with 245/30 (front)
and 285/25 (rear) Hankook S1 Evo
tyres. H&R coilovers, extremely
shortened and fitted with
Firestone airbags, K-Sport 
eight-pot calipers with 380mm
discs (front) and four-pot calipers
with 356mm discs (rear) painted
Candy red with Campari logos

EXTERIOR: Home-made 
1 Series M-style front bumper,
tinted US-spec lights, front wings
widened 35mm, wrapped in Uni
dark grey, gloss black details
(kidneys, mirrors, diffuser, roof),
M styling pack

INTERIOR: White LED lighting,
details and covers wrapped in
Uni dark grey and black-
brushed, E92 M3 gear knob,
custom audio install

THANKS: A big thanks to all of
my friends who helped me out
building the car. I also have to
thank all companies who were
involved: Alois Hankofer (AH
Exclusive Parts), Erik Mandler
(Sick Bodyworxx), Danny Brink
(G-Ride), Sandro Columps and
Christoph Schepanek
(Schwabenfolia), Danijel Dzoic
(Smart Lack Ulm)

DATA FILE

Interior has been kept largely
standard, though there is a
custom audio install; when

aired-out, this E60 goes low
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welcome additions to his daily commute but
it was the straight-six that Stefan loved most
about the car, and sealed the deal during his
test-drive. That was in December 2004, and
he’s not looked back since. 

Bar a few items that needed replacing,
including the camshaft sensor and a few
panels behind the front bumper and under
the bonnet, the bodywork, interior and
engine were all in good shape. Being
completely new to the tuning scene, Stefan
made sure he’d done his homework before
extracting more power from the 170hp 
2.5-litre engine. He kick-started things off
with a remap and an M50 manifold swap,

which flows 40% more air per cylinder than
the standard item from the car’s M25B25
aluminium block, together with a one-piece
flywheel from an E30 325i, which is a lot
lighter than the stock one. The improvement
in throttle response was apparently
noticeable straight away.

Many stock exhausts are not capable of
transferring sufficient exhaust gas at high
engine speeds, so to combat any such
restrictions Stefan fitted a Schmiedmann 
S-Tech manifold, an M52B28 catalytic
convertor (as fitted to the E36 328i) and a
cat-back system from a Z3 3.0i.
Unfortunately, having already repaired the

W
hen Stefan Schuchardt
was drafted into military
service in Germany he
had no idea of the passion
that he would develop for

BMWs. Having previously owned a Mk3 VW
Golf 1.8 GL which he shared with his mum
for almost five years, it wasn’t until a friend
of his introduced him to the Munich marque
during their time in the army that he was
tempted away from the Wolfsburg brand. 

His first BMW was an E36 323ti – the very
same car that you see now in fact – albeit in
a very different guise. Creature comforts
such as air-con and leather sports seats were

Back when Herr Schuchardt was a teen, military service was

compulsory and no one could have guessed the special bond

he would form with an ever-evolving German beauty. 

Words: Louise Woodhams  Photos: Andre Neudert
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cooling system once following an
overheating issue, two weeks later the
problem reared its ugly head again. “This
time it was on the way back from car show. I
pulled over immediately to take a closer
look under the bonnet. All I did was touch
the coolant pipe fasteners, and boiling hot
water splashed everywhere burning the
inside of my right arm. Fortunately my
friends managed to get my car to a garage
while my parents took me to a hospital,”
exclaims Stefan. 

Whereas some people would give up at this
point, Stefan saw it as an opportunity to swap
out the original unit for an M52B28. The 2.8

version of the M52 debuted in 1994 and
produces 193hp out-of-the-box. A little known
fact about this engine is that it was used in the
1997-2000 Land Rover Defender for South
Africa. Useless trivia aside, Stefan sensibly
opted to fit a wideband controller from
Innovate Motorsports so that he can now
keep an eye on exactly how rich or lean the
engine is running. Attached to this is an
auxiliary box which features five built-in
sensors for the manifold air pressure, cylinder
head temperature or exhaust gas temperature,
RPM conversion, acceleration and injector
duty cycle (or Dwell as it’s known). Things
shouldn’t get hot under the collar now!

Around the same time Stefan noticed that
both the front and rear arches had fallen
victim to rust. Once again, it was a perfect
get-out clause to pass the car on, but the
software engineer from Nuremberg was
determined to stick by his beloved car and
so the makeover began. 

Now most people over the age of 30
would have had the misfortune of
witnessing cars born out of the Fast Car

and Max Power movement – even if they
weren’t into modifying their own motors –
and this is something that has obviously
stuck in 32-year-old Stefan’s mind. “People’s
attitudes have really changed over the last
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ENGINE: 2.8-litre straight-six
M52B28, optimised intake duct, K&N
air filter, M50 manifold, Schmiedmann
S-Tech header, M52B28 catalytic
converter and Z3 3.0i cat-back twin-
exhaust system, custom remap, M20
one-piece flywheel (7.2kg), Innovate
Motorsports Wideband Lambda
Controller Kit with O² sensor and
LMA-3 multi-sensor device, E46 M3
oil filler cap, bonnet cover inlays
trimmed in black leather with 
red stitching

CHASSIS: 8.5x18” with 34 offset
and 5mm spacers (front) and 10x18”
with 38 offset and 25mm spacers
(rear) OZ Racing Mito wheels shod in
215/40 (front) and 245/35 (rear)
Hankook Ventus V12 tyres. H&R CupKit
lowered 60mm (front) and 40mm
(rear) and anti-roll bar kit, E36
convertible lower cross brace,
Wiechers Sport strut brace (trimmed in
black leather with red stitching),
Powerflex wishbone bearing, rear axle
bearing and tailing arm bearing, Meyle
HD wishbones and anti-roll bar
mountings. E46 330i front brake kit
(calipers painted yellow) with
Goodridge stainless steel braided lines,
Z3 reinforcement plates to the rear
shock mounts with axle damper
mounting from the E46 M3 Convertible 

EXTERIOR: Full respray in Aston
Martin grey, trim, E60 M5 boot lip,
diffuser and front wiper arm painted
gloss black, washer jets colour-
coded, rear wiper arm deleted,
cleaned petrol cap, M-Technics front
and rear apron, side skirts and door
mirrors, E36 M3 GT corner splitters,
Rieger rear window spoiler, carbon
fibre roundels, H7 headlights with G5
HID CCFL angel eyes, smoked LED
foglights, indictors and rear lights,
E93 3 Series numberplate light

INTERIOR: Full retrim in black
leather with red stitching including
Evo front and rear seats, parcel shelf,
steering wheel, armrest, gear knob
gaiter, floor mats, sun visors (in M
colours), DBS-inspired roof lining, A-,
B- and C-pillars, inner tailgate cover,
carbon fibre door handle, pedal
covers and handbrake lever, red
Motorsport seat belts, M-Technic gear
knob (with Z3 short-shifter
conversion), M3 speedometer, E38 
7 Series steering wheel (with cruise
control for E39 5 Series) 

AUDIO: Alpine CDA-105Ri head unit,
Helix A4 competition amplifier (front),
Helix HXS235 precision speakers
(front) Helix HXA 1000 amplifier, Helix
P10W precision subwoofer and Helix
DSP digital sound processor

THANKS: Special thanks go to my
girlfriend who supports my hobby
and visits every car show with me,
my painter and upholsterer who both
did an amazing job, my friend Rike
who spent countless times in her
garage helping me to repair and
modify my car, and everyone who
has given me advice or helped me in
any other way to get the car to what
it is today

DATA FILE
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few years,” he says. “There was a time when
people would seemingly add modifications
regardless of whether or not they were
stylish never mind functional, which led to a
real hotchpotch of styles and colours.
Nowadays most of the cars look really
clean, proving less is more. It’s a big
improvement for the modified community.”

True to his philosophy Stefan’s adopted a
design language that’s the ultimate showcase
of simple, OEM+ styling. Most of the body
parts are predominantly M-Technic,
including the front and rear apron, door
mirrors and side skirts, whilst the front
corner splitters are from an E36 M3 GT, the
boot lip from an E39 M5 and the
numberplate light an E93 3 Series. 

Most of the changes you probably won’t
spot, though, such is the meticulous
attention to detail. The roundels are carbon,
for example, the wiper arm, trim, diffusor
and aforementioned lip have been painted
gloss black, whilst the jets are colour-coded
and the rear wiper has been done away with
altogether, as has the notch from the fuel
filler cap. The care taken to effortlessly
blend as many parts to the beautiful hue of
the car  – which comes from the Aston
Martin colour palette – also extends to the
lights which have all been tinted. 

“The respray took about nine weeks but
the painter did a fantastic job,” Stefan tells
us. “I searched for days on the internet
looking for a colour which wasn’t
particularly eye-catching at first glance but
at a closer look really got people’s
attention. I achieved what I set out to do
with the overall look of the car. It has an
understated beauty and people really
appreciate the high level of workmanship. It
always gets such a positive response at
shows. If the sun’s gone behind a cloud

some people will stand in front of the car
for minutes and wait for it to come out to
see the paint in all its beauty.”

And the makeover inside is nothing short
of spectacular either. “I always loved the
combination of black and red,” comments
Stefan. “So I knew that I would always
retrim it in black leather with red stitching –
but it was a friend that suggested I also add
the red Motorsport seatbelts, which I think
are a great addition. The retrimmer was
actually a friend of the resprayer and he also
did a faultless job.” 

The cabin is subtly outfitted with carbon
fibre, including the pedal covers, steering
wheel trim, handbrake lever and door
handles, and the swathes of leather extend
well beyond the usual to include the
armrest, sun visors, A- B- and C-pillars,
parcel shelf, DBS-inspired roof lining, inner
tailgate cover, and the Wiechers strut brace
and bonnet inlays. 

You’ll see Stefan’s raided the BMW parts
bin again, with the Evo seats taking pride
of place alongside a speedometer whilst
the multi-function steering wheel comes
from an E38 7 Series. “The steering wheel
has to be my favourite mod,” he admits.
“It’s rare in the E36 and it’s great to have a
range of controls at your fingertips. I never
thought that installing cruise control from
an E39 and creating a wiring harness for it
would be that easy. The next step is to
create a custom boot build for all of my
Helix audio equipment.”

From the day that Stefan bought the car it
was fitted with 17” AC Schnitzer Type IIs. 
It wasn’t until April 2013 that he finally
purchased his dream wheels: OZ Mitos.
Measuring 8.5x18” up front with an offset of
34 and 10x18” out back with an offset of 38
and shod in 215/40 and 245/35 Hankook

Stunning rooflining has been
inspired by the Aston Martin DBS
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rubber respectively, they’re a perfect fit –
aided, of course, by the H&R CupKit which
drops the car 60mm (front) and 40mm (rear),
together with 5mm and 25mm spacers.

Other chassis improvements come by way
of an H&R anti-roll bar kit, Powerflex
bearings and Meyle wishbones and an E36
Cabrio lower cross brace which mounts
underneath the engine, which all help to

improve the car’s handling and ride. Even
braking power has been enhanced courtesy
of an E46 330i system for the front axle
together with Goodridge stainless steel
braided lines. 

And that pretty much brings us to the
current point of Stefan’s journey. The main
part of the overhaul took three months, he
carried out the majority of the work himself,

and most of the parts was sourced from
BMW forums, online shops or scrapyards.
Over the ten years Stefan’s owned the car
he’s spent around €20,000 on it. Perhaps
more importantly, his enthusiasm for
modifying is with him for life. As is the E36
by the sounds of it. And who can blame him
when he has a trusty E39 528i Touring by his
side for the daily chores? ●

Left: M52B28 swap almost
overshadowed by attention 
to detail under the bonnet –
just look at that strut brace 
Bottom: This Compact sits 
just right
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O
nce more unto North Weald
airfield, dear friends, for the
annual carfest that is Players.
Seeing as the world and his
wife had come along, you

don’t need me to tell you how good this
show was… because you were probably
there! Some pretty serious queuing on the
way in suggested that things were a fair bit
busier than last year and that was most
definitely the case, with cars crammed into
the show ’n’ shine area and stuffed in the
hangar. If you like modified metal, you’re
not likely to be disappointed with Players.

The BMWs on show this year were
excellent and it was good to see the

Nev D’mello had come along in his
awesome S38-engined E30 Touring while
Tallis Godfrey’s bagged (do you see a pattern
here?) E36 M3 Cab was also on display. A
new face in the hangar this year was Bruce
Gowans with his, yes, bagged F20 M135i.
Wrapped in candy apple red, with a neat boot
install and stunning WatercooledIND wheels,
it was kicking all sorts of visual ass but, no,
Bruce insisted it was not ready for a feature
yet. Watch this space, though.

Outside the hangar there was a sea of
BMWs to enjoy; Jas Bains had brought along
his crazy low E38 on some shiny OZ
Futuras with custom centre caps and I
spotted Paul from Vabric’s supercharged E39
M5 – one very sorted car. Dips from Custom
Cars had brought along a whole bunch of
cars, as he always does, making for an
impressive display, among which was the
glorious Santorini blue of Tej Bajwa, a
former feature car and still one of our
favourite E30s. And if that wasn’t enough

Bavarian contingent holding its own among
the sea of VAG cars. It’s always nice to catch
up with familiar faces at events, as well as
meeting a few news ones and the show
regulars were out in force on the day. 

Scene queen Becky Evans was in the
hangar with her air-ride E21, looking as
gorgeous as ever and heading to an issue of
PBMW soon, and Prakash Thanky had
brought along his E21, now sporting a set of
classic Hartge 17s for a fresh look. George
Assi’s former cover car air-ride E24 635CSi
was laid out low and getting plenty of love
and I also bumped into Dallan Tan, whose
hydro Z3 was also enjoying the attention in
the hangar – the car’s taking a break from the
scene for next year but Dallan’s got big plans
for its return. Can’t wait. Coming all the way
from Holland was the red air-ride E28 520i of
Elmar den Exter, which was featured in the
September ’14 issue of PBMW; it looks good
in the pictures but they seriously do not do it
justice, it looked amazing in the metal.
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We headed to North Weald
airfield for the modified
extravaganza that is Players.

Words & photos: Seb de Latour

2014
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coupé – this is another car destined for
these pages before too long! 

Finally, saving the best for last, was the
car that won Best of Show, the incredible
E28 of Marsel Theodhori. With an
impossibly shiny engine bay, equally shiny
undercarriage and 500hp courtesy of a huge
turbo, it is a beast of a machine and was
constantly surrounded by a crowd of people.
Marsel has invested a lot of time, effort,
money and love into this car and it shows –
it is the definition of a show-stopper. I can’t
wait to get this car into this magazine. So
there you go, just a small selection of
highlights from Players this year and I wager
next year will be even bigger; I can’t wait ●

the blue air-ride Z3 of Tom Lilico, looking
spectacular with colour-coded OZ Breytons. 

No show would be complete without Nick
Sahota’s orange S54-engined and bagged
beast of an E30, and partner-in-crime and
owner of Studio Incar, Shakey, was there
with his LB wide-bodied E92 M3, sporting a
killer new wrap for the show. The awesome
air-ride E92 335i of Josh Hay also caught our
eye and one of the most spectacular cars on
show was arguably the bagged E31 840Ci of
Matt Clifford. As a huge fan of the 8 Series,
it’s great to see someone trying something
so different with this car, and it doesn’t get
much more different than Velvet blue
paintwork, Rotiforms and air-ride on the big

Santorini blue for you, Joey Hazell’s E36
’Vert on juice was proudly on show in the
RollHard area, fresh from its recent moment
of glory on the cover. 

I’d seen a certain square headlight-
wearing E30 Cab at a couple of shows and
finally decided to track down the owner, a
young man named Jay. The square lights
might not be to all tastes, but they give the
car a distinct look and with its RH splits and
M30 3.5 swap, this is one nice E30.
Elsewhere I came across Lawrence Warner-
Green’s E60, who I met some months ago at
Studio Incar, and which has undergone quite
the transformation, now bagged and sitting
on a set of gold tiger claws and nearby was
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S
o, confession time: until this year I’d never actually been
to the Santa Pod BMW Show. Shocking, perhaps, but in
my previous life on BMW Car it was all about the
Gaydon show and last year I opted for Players over Pod
(sorry Pod) when the two clashed. However, with no

clash of dates this year, I was all set for Pod. So too was the E39,
which had missed out on Players the previous weekend As
recompence I decided to enter it into the show ’n’ shine. 

I convoyed up with to Pod with my car friend James from MStyle,
who was in his mean and moody E46 M3 (freshly lowered that little
bit more for the show) and his better half Dee plus Nathan in the
MStyle 135i ’Vert and Rob Brown in his Subara Java black E46
320Ci. The early start was worth it as morning fog made way for
blazing sunshine and an absolutely fantastic turnout, with BMWs
quite literally as far as the eye could see. 

Now, as a first timer, I was genuinely impressed by the standard
of cars on show. The show ’n’ shine area featured a very nice
selection of machinery, though it was very much the tip of the
iceberg. James Stoddart’s impressive E46 M3 drew plenty of
admiring glances and with good reason, as he’s put a lot of effort
into the styling and it’s a very nice example. Bagged Threes were
the order of the day.  We spotted a tidy example on tiger claws,
another on 3SDM 0.06s and Lewis Maher’s gold E46 sitting on the
Air Lift kit he won in our competition earlier in the year. Lewis’s car
was also rolling on a set of eye-catching Rotiform VCEs. Then there
were a couple of very nice 2002s on show, along with a lovely red
E28. Elsewhere in the show ’n’ shine area was an E92 with a
seriously aggressive front lip and tiny mirrors, an E92 M3 on AC
Schnitzer Type IVs with a gorgeous carbon intake plenum and we
also spotted Ben Young’s air-ride E92 335d on 3SDMs. 

Wandering around the general display areas we spotted a genuine
E65 Alpina B7, which is an exceedingly rare beast. We bumped into

Dips and his modified entourage, which included Nick Pritchard’s
stunning E91 M3 and Dips’s own air-ride E46 M3 Cab and striking
Atlantis blue E36 Touring on bronze Style 32s. Dips’s E36 coordinated
nicely with Nadeem’s Atlantis blue E92 M3 on a set of sexy Racing
Dynamics wheels. A couple of tough-looking Ones caught our eye –
one in red on a set of ACS Type II Racing wheels and the other in grey
on a set of black Style 216s. We loved the mental Nissan RB26-
powered E36 that was attacking the drag strip (and assumed the RB36
on the engine was a joke about it being in an E36), though that wasn’t
quite as mental as the other turbocharged E36 we found, sporting a
wide-body kit and exhaust coming straight out of the bonnet. We also
spied a stunning red E30 M3 with a massive carbon air box. Nearby
was a very tasty E21 with an M50 swap and the turbos kept coming
with a gorgeous blue E30 with a turbocharged M20 under the bonnet
while Ross Bradley brought along his insane twin-turbo Chevy V8
E30 – the lunatic! There were a number of E38s on display, including
an eye-catching example on Style 37s  with polished lips and dark
metallic bronze spokes. There were also numerous E39s. Stand-out
examples for us included the Touring on 3SDM 0.06s, a Saloon with
tinted headlights and Rotiforms, and a stunning blue example on
Rondell 0058s with some spectacular stretch on the rear tyres. 

Thorney Motorsport was in attendance with a large display full of
its cars and wares, including its monstrous X5M which ran up the
strip and outperformed the company’s E92 M3. Four-wheel drive
and twin-turbos are a deadly combination! With the show being held
at Santa Pod there was plenty of action to keep visitors entertained
throughout the day. This included: stunt shows; the infamous
Fireforce jet funny car, which ran two sub-six-second passes –
setting off car alarms in the process; drift taxi rides; and the Bilstein
handling course and dragstrip. The former was a tight, twisting
course that really put cars and drivers through their paces. The
winner of this course was Ronalds Bitmanis in his E30 325i Sport.

74  PERFORMANCE BMW

This year’s Santa Pod BMW Show was a must for fans of Bavarian metal. We went along to check it out. 

SANTA POD
BMW SHOW
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He took home a full Bilstein suspension kit and a
Thorney remap. The drag strip was busy all day and
all manner of BMWs took to the quarter-mile,
achieving some impressive times. The drag racing
was divided into a wide range of classes, making for
a level playing field and making it easier for
everyone to compare times and see how their cars
stacked up against one another. You can see the top
three in each class on the right, while the full list is
available on the Thorney Motorsport site
(www.thorney.ms). The fastest overall car on the
day was Paul Bareham’s V8 E30, which won him a
brake upgrade from Performance Friction and the
Performance BMW ‘Fastest BMW’ award.

As the day drew to a close it was time to
announce the winners in the four show ’n’ shine
categories: ‘Best of Show’; ‘Best MINI’; ‘Best
Retro’; and ‘Best Custom’. It was no surprise when
Marsel Theodhori’s name was called out for the
top prize, his stunning turbo E28 535i having
cleaned up at Players the previous weekend and,
once again, it was absolutely mobbed at Santa Pod.
‘Best Retro’ went to Kos Loizu’s super-clean E24
635CSi. ‘Best Custom’ was awarded to Colin
Baker’s spectacular purple E28 535i, while ‘Best
MINI’ went to Mark Hicks. 

All in all, it was an excellent day out and the
countdown to next year’s Santa Pod BMW show is
already on; Sunday 27 September 2015 is the date
for your diary, don’t miss out. For more information,
logon to: www.bmwshow.co.uk ●

Class Name Car 1/4 ET 1/4 MPH
1 Series Barry/Carl / 11.84 119
1 Series Heinz 135i 12.5198 116.86
1 Series Dominic 135i 12.6479 111.95
2 Series Martina 2 Series 12.9421 108.19
2 Series Bobin 235 13.0351 105.96
2 Series Thomas 2002 13.8474 93.52
3 Series Andre E46 10.4325 /      
3 Series Paul 340 11.2811 122.09
3 Series Antony / 12.65 115.67
5 Series Amer / 12.0935 119.6
5 Series Andrejus 530d 13.5054 104.08
5 Series Anthony M5 14.1007 101.65
6/7 Series Konrad 750i 14.5971 97.28
6/7 Series Allan 730 14.782 93.31
6/7 Series Krzysztoiz 740 15.8405 89.42
BMW Bikes Carl  / 16.8682 77.35
BMW Bikes David / 17.7908 73.8
BMW Mini Harvey Cooper s 13.8655 102.59
BMW Mini James Cooper s 14.5072 96.45
BMW Mini David JCW GP 14.5453 100.08
M Series Forced Induction Jason M5 11.9583 122.23
M Series Forced Induction Dominic M3 12.4358 118.26
M Series Naturally Aspirated Andy M5 13.0378 113.07
M Series Naturally Aspirated Steven M3 13.0753 108.46
M Series Naturally Aspirated Daniel M3 13.4253 105.3
X Series Rajbeer X5 15.0831 92.37
X Series Gultinder X5 15.3474 90.33
Z Series Gary Z3 13.9482 102.81
Z Series Brian Z4 14.0951 98.6
Z Series Duncan Z3 15.0006 90.52

Quarter-mile times

Paul Bareham was fastest on the day with his V8 E30; below, L-R, Mark Hicks won ‘Best MINI’, Colin
Baker won ‘Best Custom’ and Marsel Theodhori won ‘Best of Show’. Kos Loizu won ‘Best Retro’ with
his E24 (on p75) and Ronalds Bitmanis was quickest round the handling course in his E30
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R
obin at RAW Motorsport and one
of his lead drivers in his Safety
Devices Compact Cup team, Mike
Tovey, invited me along to the
penultimate round of the

Compact Cup championship at Silverstone,
to see how things are done there!

For those who aren’t aware, the Compact
Cup is, as the name suggests, for E36 318ti
Compacts. Drivers range from novices to ex-
Formula Ford and Clio Cup racers. Mike
himself is a former Production BMW
Champion and high level junior karter so
really knows how to drive!

Robin and his team run several vehicles at
every round of both the Production BMW
and Compact Cup championships. It was
amazing how busy he and Clive were
preparing the five cars that he had under the
RAW Motorsport awning throughout the day
at Silverstone. Before each race, each car

Words & Photos: James Foard

Our man in the Production BMW
Championship takes a look at
how things work in the Compact
Cup courtesy of RAW Motorsport.

had to be prepared for racing, tyres chosen
and the correct amount of fuel added. 

For race one Mike had managed to qualify
sixth and another RAW Motorsport affiliated
driver (and ex-Clio Cup racer) Alex Dew was
in fourth, so things were looking positive for
a good result. After a frantic opening few
laps the race order settled down with Mike
in second and Alex in third after good starts.
However they were being caught by the pole
man Stuart Voyce who’d had a difficult first
lap. As the race progressed Voyce was able
to work his way through and back into the
lead ahead of reigning champion Stephen
Roberts. This left Mike and Alex in third and
fourth going onto the final lap. Unfortunately
Alex had some contact which dropped him
to fifth at the flag but it was still a great
result for Mike and a good points haul for
the RAW Motorsport drivers. Mark Skeats,
Chris Platt and Neil Hobson in the other
RAW Motorsport/Safety Devices cars
finished 15th, 21st and 33rd respectively. 

After the race had finished it was straight
back to work as the drivers debriefed and
any damage was looked at and dealt with
before race two. Discussions were already
in full flow about the balance of the cars and

how they could be improved. Mike in
particular felt that the rear of his 318ti was a
little loose so after discussing it with Robin
some tweaks were made!

Race two was another exciting affair, with
Mike managing to hold on to third at the flag
despite intense pressure behind. Alex Dew
dropped a place to finish in sixth but left
Silverstone a strong third in the
Championship. Mark Skeats had an
entertaining race, having to make some
great opposite lock saves after contact in
the midfield jostling, finally finishing in 18th.
Chris Platt progressed to 16th after a strong
drive from 21st on the grid and Neil Hobden
got another 33rd place finish.

So, all in all another successful day for
RAW Motorsport! It had been a real first-
hand insight as to how Robin runs his team. 

The final round of the Compact Cup took
place at Donington at the start of October
and featured former British Touring Car star
Paul O’Neil as a guest driver. However, he
was only able to finish in eighth and ninth in
his two races, which certainly shows the
quality of the Compact Cup grid. Mike Tovey
was able to pick up another podium for RAW
Motorsport to round off the season in style! 

The Compact Cup is full of skilled drivers and the action is intense with plenty of seriously close racing; RAW Motorsport had a good day at Silverstone
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W
ith the most eclectic guest
list on the UK show scene,
the Forge Motorsport
Action Day lived up to its
reputation as being the

most inclusive of summer shows. There
can’t be many track and show events where
this variety of machinery gets shown off
both on and off the circuit!

The weather was mercifully dry all day, and
thanks to a pre-booked list of clubs already
being fully sold out, the guests started arriving
early, meaning that the paddock of this superb
Wiltshire circuit was soon thronging from the
second that the gates opened.

As the title sponsors, Forge naturally took
centre stage, with a huge stand showcasing
every possible type of show and track car
that used the company’s products.
Everything from a superbly executed hot
rod-style Beetle (complete with Gatling gun
exhaust, through to high-spec drift
machines, air-ride equipped Audis, and even
Zac Miles’ own beautifully interpreted and
incredibly clean Mk1 Golf. All of the
company’s products were on sale, too,
including the Siliconhoses.com and

Hosetechnik ranges, with many show-goers
taking advantage of show-special offers to
get their own car looking – and working – as
well as the cars on the stand.

The Forge Action Day is also famed for its
well-attended trade village and this year was
no exception, with blue chip brands such as
Tarox Brakes, Milltek Exhausts, Cobra
Seats, ASNU Injectors, Powerflex Bushes,
Eibach Springs and Meguiar’s all lining-up
with a plethora of stunning demo cars and
equally impressive products to tempt the
record crowds. Granted more freedom than
at most shows due to the diverse nature of
the clientele, it was fantastic to see the
variety of cars displayed by these
manufacturers. Milltek bought its UR
Quattro down for the day, to nestle amongst
its newer demo models, while Tarox
showcased a Twisted Defender and
immaculate stanced Porsche 964. Forge
Action day is that kind of show, you see…
it’s impossible to arrive in the wrong car!

This was a fact easily proven by a walk
around the greater paddock and club areas
to take in the many motors on offer. Whether
you prefer Fords, Vauxhalls, VW Group cars,
retro tin, Japanese metal, classics, kit cars or
American motors , there was bound to more
than one example to take your fancy. Capris
rubbed shoulders with Focus RSs, AE86s sat
next to ‘Mustang’ Celicas and new MINIs sat
face to face with old. In short, it was
petrolhead heaven with a relaxed vibe and a
bewildering quantity of different marques,
models and modifications.

Out on track, group sessions were running
with castle Combe’s usual efficiency to
ensure that everyone who had booked track

time was able to get it. It was fantastic to
see the diversity out on the circuit, too, with
the drift sessions being particularly notable.
A Mk2 Escort on the lock-stops between an
E30 M3-bodied drift weapon and a Nissan
S15 was just one scene witnessed that really
sums this event up!

The Meguiar’s parade lap allowed the more
beautiful and ‘stanced’ cars to come out and
play and, in between all of that, cars from
JabbaSport, Bo Nielsen and Mission
Motorsport did their level best to scare
punters with flying laps and made a few quid
for a wonderful cause in the process. As the
day went on it got brighter and warmer,
making for a wonderful sunset finale to a
hugely enjoyable event. On the subject of
showcars, Forge’s own prestigious ‘Best of
Show’ award went to the stunningly prepared
Renault Maxi 5 Turbo of Martin Sheader with
Claire Miskelly’s wide-body Honda S2000
picking up the ‘Castle Combe’ award.

Catching up with Forge MD Peter Miles
after the dust had cleared and the last guest
had gone home, it was clear that the whole
company had been delighted with the day’s
proceedings. “We say it every year,” he
smiled, “but all we ever try to do with this
show is make the kind of event that we all
want to attend as petrolheads. We do work
hard to make it happen but in the end it’s the
guests, the traders, our friends, the car
owners and the teams at Castle Combe,
Falken and Mission Motorsport that make it
what it is. We’ve had a blast and we hope
that everyone can make it again next year.”

For more information on Forge and its
products, please go to
www.forgemotorsport.co.uk ●

78 PERFORMANCE BMW

Words and photos: Paul Cowland

FORGE ACTION DAY 2014
With its wide variety of
machinery both on and off
the track, the Forge Action
Day really offers something
for everyone.
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L
ast year we dropped in on the Crail
‘German Invasion’ and although it
was a worthy experience, the
numbers were on the low side.
This was probably down to it being

the first German-dedicated event hosted by
Crail Raceway plus there wasn’t a great deal

of promotion. Thankfully, it was different this
year as the word was louder and had spread
further. This attracted a great turn-out, with
some cool cars, loads of action, a cracking
atmosphere and even some fine weather! 

The first thing we noticed on arrival was
Club Szkocja, which had returned for the

second year with a large presence. This is a
club specifically for Polish BMW owners
living in Scotland and its impressive stand
stretched almost the full length of the show
’n’ shine area. The variety here scaled from
old classics like a 1502 all the way up to the
modern 7 Series. Elsewhere VW and Audi

Our man north of the border heads to Crail in 

Scotland for this year’s German Invasion show. 

Words and photos: Steve McCann

CRAIL
GERMAN
INVASION

This show is destined to grow now it’s been firmly established on the Crail Raceway events

list. Its location may seem a bit far seeing as it’s pretty far north but it’s well worth the trip.

To take part in the quarter-mile and drifting all day costs peanuts and the standard of cars on

show is impressive. Also, it’s a beautiful part of Scotland, on the coast near St Andrews, so

perfect for making a weekend of it! Keep a look out on the Crail Raceway Facebook page

and website (www.crailraceway.co.uk) for news and the 2015 calendar.

GO NEXT YEAR!
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took up most of the space but there was still
a healthy BMW contingent spread around.

There was plenty to see on the quarter-
mile track too. At only £15 for a whole day
of drag-strip hooliganism, it was no surprise
to find continuous battles between the
German marques. Tuning firm Revo

sponsored the event so a few big power
Audis were dominating the head-to-head
stuff. However, on the drift arena, it was a
different story as almost every car sliding
sideways had a BMW badge. Yes, the RWD
advantage of the 3 Series was proving to be
popular amongst the drifters so most were

being pushed to the limit… and beyond! 
With a healthy amount of show cars and

non-stop action to look at, the day passed
quickly before Crail promo girls, Teeny and
Amiee, presented the awards. We’re glad this
event has taken off and hope to see it
continue to expand and improve ●

Independent group ‘Keepitclean’ was given the task of trophy judging

and there was one ‘Best Overall’ award up for grabs amongst the

BMWs. This rare gem of a 1502 was a worthy winner and has a great story. It was

bought new as a retirement present in 1975 by its one previous German owner. But,

when his licence expired after reaching the ripe old age of 90, he sold the car to Holger

in 2001. Holger then imported the 1502 to the UK and thankfully has kept it in fantastic

original condition and it’s only covered 80k miles. Simply stunning! We suppose it was

fitting that this award went to a German car at an event dedicated to all things Bavarian! 

BEST BMW:
HOLGER GRUNDEL’S
1502

‘Keepitclean’ team – the show ’n’ shine judges Best club stand winners – Complete Auto Solutions
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F
ollowing on from last month’s look at pistons, we thought it would make sense
to look at con rods, as their design, weight and size depends heavily on the
piston’s design. Con rod is, in fact, short for connecting rod, which pretty
much explains what the component’s job is. The con rod sits between the
piston and crank, connecting the two and transferring the forces exerted on

the piston, through combustion, to the crank.
Just like with piston design, a lot of focus is given to reducing mass when designing

con rods. Reduced mass means reduced rotational inertia, which means the crank
doesn’t need to be as strong and the whole system operates more efficiently.

TechGuide
Con Rods
Words: Thomas Koflach  Photos: BMW

A major factor in con rod design, for road cars at
least, is cost. As with anything that’s fitted to a road
car, it has to be approved by the accountants, and
con rods are no different. The majority of road
cars will use cast con rods, which are okay
for daily commuting but not so well suited
to performance engines. For high
performance engines, forged or ‘billet’ rods
can be used. Forged and billet rods offer far
more strength but are a lot more time
intensive to make. For small batches, billet
rods are the most cost effective. Billet rods
involve machining out the entire rod from a
solid lump of metal which is a laborious process!
Forged rods are quicker to make and offer
similar properties to billet rods but have
larger set up costs due to the
requirement of a forge tool.

Once the process has been
decided, the next criteria to look at
is material. Three materials are
widely used for con rods: steel,
aluminium, and titanium. For
longevity, steel is the best choice, as
it’s got a longer fatigue life – i.e it can
be used for longer without failing due to
continuous loading. Titanium has the shortest
fatigue life, but it also has the best strength-to-weight ratio
of the three materials. Therefore, titanium is generally only
really used in motorsport, where regular servicing and cost
isn’t so much of a problem. Aluminium offers a middle
ground, with a decent fatigue life and a better strength-to-
weight ratio than steel whilst also being considerably
cheaper than titanium. It’s still not ideally suited for low
maintenance road engines, but aluminium is the best bet for
a performance engine.

Manufacture
material&
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Con rods have three distinct sections: the
‘big end’, which connects the rod to the
crank; the ‘little end’, which connects the
rod to the piston; and the actual rod section
in the middle. The little end utilises a
gudgeon pin which slots through the piston
and rod to hold the two together. It’s not
uncommon for the little end to be sleeved in
a hard wearing material, such as bronze, to
increase its longevity and also add an
element of serviceability to the component. 

The big end is slightly more interesting,
and is where a couple of different design
approaches can be taken. Most rods are
designed with the big end comprising two
parts, which allows you to fit it over the
crank during assembly. A few, mostly
historic, designs have a single piece rod and
instead utilise a multi-piece crank to make
assembly possible. For obvious reasons, a
multi-piece crank is incredibly expensive,
which is why it’s very uncommon. The
reasoning behind it, though, is very logical –
by having the rod as a single piece rather

than two, strength is greatly increased.
Having the rod as a two-piece
assembly brings about a number of

headaches. First, it’s a weak spot –
fastening the two halves together

with bolts is never going to be as
strong as having the rods as a
single piece. It’s also difficult
to machine the main bore
perfectly, as it has to be
finished with the rod in an
assembled state (so the two
halves can be cut as one),
making the method for
clamping/holding the rod

during this process critical.
Unfortunately, there’s not a

lot that can be done about the
requirement for fasteners. Material

advancements have helped greatly but it
still remains a weakness. For machining
the two halves, though, there’s a fairly
cunning solution that a number of
manufacturers use. They’re called ‘fracture
split rods’, which is where the rod is made
as though it were one solid piece which is
then broken it into two halves when it’s
finished. It’s impossible to get a perfect
break, so fracture split rods must always
be kept as their pair but it means that the
bore concentricity is perfect, and that the
two halves line-up perfectly – the
imperfection of the broken surface acts as
a register for alignment.

Finally, the design of the mid-section.
Thanks to technological advancements such
as computational FEA (Finite Element
Analysis), con rods can be tested and
refined in a virtual environment, making it
easier for manufacturers to innovate and
improve their designs. The mid-section is
usually based on a ‘I’ of ‘H’ beam shape,
with thicknesses and widths all dependant
on the engine design and power output.

Design
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Con rods of old used to run on roller bearings but these
took up a lot of room and weren’t a very efficient way of
operating. So this all changed and now the universal
method is to use shells. These are thin plates of metal
that sit between the big end and the crank journal.
When the engine is operating, oil is squirted into
the gap between the journal and the crank,
creating a thin film which gives the system
its lubricity. This thin film of oil is an
incredibly efficient way of allowing the
rod to move rotationally and is a superior
method to using bearings. It only takes up
a fraction of the space, too.

As they’re separate
components from the rods,
it’s possible to
replace/service them –
although this is probably
unlikely on a road engine. 
If you do plan to undertake
this work, it’s important that
you buy a set of nuts and bolts
for reassembling the rods. This is
because the bolt will have stretched
when it was initially done up, and undoing it
then retightening it will stretch it further,
creating a point of potential failure ●

Shells
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Call 0871 231 1001 | Email sales@evolveautomotive.com | www.evolveautomotive.com

The largest major restriction point of the E39 M5 S62 V8 engine is the exhaust headers. The Evolve Medusa Headers are 

an equal length 4-1 design which not only allows for more power at higher RPM’s but also enhances the strong points 

of the S62 engine with gains of approximately 27 lb.ft torque from 2,000RPM and 25-30hp above 5,000RPM when part of 

the full system.

Looking for more power? Try our Evolve E39 package! Medusa Headers, ECU tune and Intake system for +55hp and +32 lb.ft.

E39 M5 4-1 MEDUSA HEADERS

an

of

WANT A QUALITY DAILY DRIVER PAD?
Try the new Ul�max 2 premium replacement pad.
✓ The world’s first and only true ECO friendly pad
✓ Great brake feel for everyday driving and
✓ A new lower price point

THREE SPORT DISC CHOICES
GD series slo�ed and dimpled (gold)
for fast street, USR fine slo�ed
(black) or new high carbon BSD series
BLADE discs (silver) for fastest street
and track day use. 
For daily driver cars the EBC 
premium OE replacement 
discs are a great choice with 
a superb price point and 
great value for money.

BRAKE PADS  Choose from grippy Greenstuff for spirited use on lighter hot hatches, 
Redstuff for fast street on medium weight cars, Yellowstuff for all out grip and track use on
lighter cars or Bluestuff for the ul�mate street and trackday pad that has set the Impreza 
and EVO community buzzing. Latest compound is the Orangestuff full race grade pads.

New BSD Series
"Blade" rotor range

now available
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The car that replaced the
E30 M3 needed a good
engine and it got just that
in the shape of the S50.

After the E30 M3 and its storming S14, the car’s successor needed a suitably impressive
engine. While the E36 M3 may have been met with a lukewarm reception upon its launch,
mainly due to the massive change in direction that BMW took when developing the car, the
S50B30 and its B32 successor were both incredibly impressive engines, and the amount of
work that went into creating them really makes the E36 M3 seem like a bargain. 

The S50B30 arrived in 1992 and remained in use until 1995, with a different variation for
North America and a couple for limited production models. The S50B32 was used in the M3
3.2 Evo from 1995 to 1999 and in the Z3 M Coupé and Roadster from 1996 to 2000. 

History

S50
EngineGuide
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The S50 is based on its non-M M50 counterpart, with a cast iron
block, but with a large number of significant revisions. The biggest
M50 engine was the 2.5 but for the S50 BMW increased bore to
86mm and stroke to 85.8mm to take capacity up to 2990cc.
Compression rose to 10.8:1 and BMW M ported and polished the
cylinder head while individual throttle bodies were fitted to every
cylinder. Heavy-duty valve springs were fitted along with single
Vanos, a dual mass flywheel, free-flowing intake and exhaust
system with Bosch Motronic M3.3 engine management looking
after everything. This version of the S50B30 made 286hp at
7000rpm with 236lb ft of torque at 3600rpm. For the US market
E36 M3, BMW developed the S50B30USA; the two engines used
similar blocks and shared the same capacity but that’s where the
similarities ended. The B30USA used the less complex head and
two-stage Vanos of the M50 as well as retaining hydraulic lifters; it
missed out on the individual throttle bodies and used a lower
compression ratio of 10.5:1. It developed 240hp at 6000rpm with
225lb ft of torque.

There were a number of special versions of the S50B30
produced. For the E36 M3 GT the engine was fitted with 264º
cams, a BMW Motorsport dual-pickup oil pan, duo-centric oil
pumps and upgraded Vanos software, which gave it 295hp at
7000rpm and 238lb ft of torque at 3900rpm. For the Australian-only
E36 M3-R, the engine was tuned by BMW M and Schnitzer
Motorsport and fitted with more aggressive cams, revised intake
and exhaust ports, a lightweight flywheel and a dual-pickup oil
pump. These changes resulted in 324hp at 7200rpm and 258lb ft of
torque at 4400rpm. 

For the S50B32, BMW M introduced a number of revisions to
improve performance. Bore and stroke were increased to 86.4mm
and 91mm for a total capacity of 3201cc while compression ratio
rose to 11.3:1. Double Vanos was introduced and lightweight
pistons were fitted along with graphite-coated con rods, larger
inlet valves, improved intake and exhaust systems, an improved
dual-mass flywheel, secondary oil pump pickup and BMW/Siemens
MSS50 engine management. This took power to 321hp at 7400rpm
and torque now stood at 258lb ft at 3250rpm, with the S50B32
being the first road-going BMW engine to break the 100hp/litre
barrier. For the South African market, the engine was revised
slightly in order to be able to cope with the country’s lower octane
fuel; different pistons were utilised, dropping the compression
ratio to 10.5:1 and power dropped to 310hp at 7400rpm with 251lb
ft of torque at 3250rpm. 

For the M3 Evo, the US received the S52B32, based on the M52
and capacity stood at 3152cc thanks to a bore of 86.4mm and
89.6mm stroke. The engine was fitted with more finely balanced
camshafts, reduced mass valve lifters, springs and spring seats and
revised intake and exhaust systems. Despite these changes, power
remained unchanged at 240hp at 6000rpm though torque increased
to 236lb ft at 3800rpm, though in cars fitted with the automatic
gearbox, torque was restricted to 225lb ft. 

Technical

Words: Seb de Latour
Photos: BMW, Active Autowerke,

Race Marque Systems,
Kevin Raekelboom
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Tuning
BMW did a pretty solid job
on the S50B30 and B32 and
while US owners have
plenty of tuning options
with their engines, for the
rest of us, big gains aren’t a
realistic proposition, but
there are options.

On the B30 you can fit the
B32 sump and oil pickup for
reliability and fit the B32 head.
Schrick 284 cams come
recommended and while an
aftermarket exhaust won’t add
much in the way of power, it will
sound better and weigh an awful lot
less than the standard system. With a
remap, you’ll be comfortably over the
300hp mark with all that. On the B32
lightened pulleys, a cold air induction kit and
a remap should get you around the 335hp mark.
On both engines you can remove the MAF, get Alpha
N management and fit a sexy carbon air box, with
potentially good gains available. 

For serious power, you’ll be wanting to head down
the forced induction route and while it won’t be cheap,
the gains will be significant: DA Motorsport claimed
1100hp from its extremely comprehensive S50B32 build,
for example. If you want an easy life, supercharging is
the best choice purely because there are a couple of off-
the-shelf kits available. For approximately £5700, Active
Autowerke will sell you its Stage 2 kit (there’s no Stage
1) for the S50B32. It’s expensive and treated as a
custom order due to the high level of hand-built
components, but it puts down some impressive figures.
The kit features a hand-built intake manifold, enlarged
intercooler, and high-flow fuel pump feeding a system
based around a Rotrex supercharger. At 7.5psi of boost
and running on 98RON fuel, it makes approximately
479hp and 340lb ft of torque. Race Marque Systems
offers two kits, Stage 2 and Stage 3. The former costs
£6791 and uses a Vortech V2 Sci trim supercharger with
a modular two-piece crank pulley and a chargecooler
integrated into the intake manifold. The result is
442whp at 7500rpm with 338lb ft of torque at 9psi.
Impressive, but if you want more, the £10,700 Stage 3
kit adds an upgraded supercharger eight-rib drive with
extra-large pulley configuration for maximum belt grip
and internal engine components including con rods,
pistons designed specifically for forced induction, rings
and pins. The pistons are a unique design for forced
induction along with an ARP 2000 head stud kit and an
MLS (multi-layer steel) head gasket. The end result is a
pretty serious 650hp.

As far as turbos are concerned, you have to put
everything together yourself so it’s a lot more involved
and complicated. We had a look around and found one
turbo M3 owner’s spec list, which includes: Carrillo
Rods; JE Pistons; SuperTech stainless intake/Inconel
exhaust valves; SuperTech double valve springs; APR
head and main studs; GT35R turbo; Tial 44mm external
wastegate; custom intake manifold; Autronic SM4 with
Vanos control; twin in-tank Walbros and Injector
Dynamics injectors, which netted him a massive
566rwhp at 20psi. With a milder build, he made around
390whp at 8psi, which is still plenty to be getting on
with and that sort of power figure requires rather less
work, making it a more affordable and attainable goal.
Ultimately, the sky/your budget is the limit ●

Applications:
S50B30 – 1992-1995 E36 M3 3.0
S50B32 – 1995-1999 E36 M3 3.2,

1996-2000 Z3 M Roadster, 1998-2000 Z3 M Coupé

Engine: S50B30 S50B32
Capacity: 2990cc 3201cc
Bore: 86mm 86.4mm
Stroke: 85.8mm 91mm
Compression ratio: 10.8:1 11.3:1
Max power: 286hp@7000rpm 321hp@7400rpm
Max torque: 236lb ft@3600rpm 258lb ft@3250rpm

Data File
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VALUE FOR MONEY 
CIRCUIT & AIRFIELD  
TRACKDAYS 
Tel 01469 560574 

Visit our website & join our mailing list  
at 

www.javelintrackdays.co.uk 

 
Friendly Paddock Atmosphere 

 
Online or Telephone Booking 

 
Club Events a Speciality  

 
Excellent Safety Record 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Book Early & Save 
prices increase as places sell 

TRACKDAYS from just £99 
  More dates coming at Goodwood, Donington

 Park
, 

Cadwell Park, Blyton Park, Oulton 
Park, Anglesey, Croft, Brands Hatch,

 
Mallory 

Park, Snetterton, Rockingham, Anglesey (GP 
+ Coastal)Castle Combe and Woodbridge &

 Elvington

1st Nov Bedford Autodrome GT £139 

1st Nov Rockingham (Sprint) £129 

2nd Nov Blyton Park £99 

2nd Nov Snetterton 300 £129 

4th Nov Oulton Park £99 

7th Nov Croft (105dba) £129 

8th Nov Croft  (88dba – Sessions) £129 

9th Nov Donington Park £159 

15th Nov Snetterton 300 £129 

16th Nov Anglesey (GP + Coastal) £129 

16th Nov Woodbridge £129 

22nd Nov Cadwell Park £109 

22nd Nov Bedford Autodrome GT £109 

22nd Nov Elvington £99 

23rd Nov Blyton Park £109 

28th Nov Oulton Park  £129 

29th Nov Oulton Park £129 

30th Nov Donington Park £159 

30th Nov Snetterton 300 £119 

1st Dec Croft (105dba) £129 

1st Dec Bedford Autodrome GT £99 

6th Dec Donington Park £179 

6th Dec Oulton Park £119 

6th Dec Snetterton 300 £109 

7th Dec Anglesey (GP + Coastal) £129 

7th Dec Cadwell Park £99 

13th Dec Bedford Autodrome SEN £129 

14th Dec Blyton Park £99 

28th Dec Donington Park £129 

28th Dec Blyton Park £179 

15 - 20% discount on most                           exhausts for a limited period

Master Dealer Official Technical Centre

Official Retailer

SUPPLYING PREMIUM QUALITY CUTTING EDGE BMW UPGRADES SINCE 1994

CA TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL LTD
COMPLETE PERFORMANCE AND VISUAL ENHANCEMENTS

TEL/FAX: 0871 231 1010/1011     EMAIL: ENQUIRIES@CA-INT.CO.UK

INTL TEL: 00 44 870 2424 219     INTL FAX: 00 44 870 2424 213

WWW.CA-INT.CO.UK     WWW.EISENMANN.CO.UK

CA TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL LTD
COMPLETE PERFORMANCE AND VISUAL ENHANCEMENTS

TEL/FAX: 0871 231 1010/1011     EMAIL: ENQUIRIES@CA-INT.CO.UK

INTL TEL: 00 44 870 2424 219     INTL FAX: 00 44 870 2424 213

WWW.CA-INT.CO.UK     WWW.EISENMANN.CO.UK

Apex Lightweight Wheels

• PREMIUM & EXCLUSIVE UPGRADES FOR
ENGINE, CHASSIS & AERODYNAMICS (from 
Mild to Wild)

• SUPERCHARGING SPECIALISTS
• PREMIUM PRE - PREG AND DRY LAMINATED

CARBON FIBRE PRODUCTS 
• CA PROJECTS ARE REGULARLY FEATURED IN

THE PRESS & TV
• WE SHIP WORLDWIDE. MINIMUM 20%

DISCOUNT ON ALL EXPORT ORDERS
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With fresh paint and wheels plus fully functioning
brakes, I was feeling pretty pleased with the E39.
It also meant I could now start on the important
task of getting the car looking right. 

Top of my list was the ride height. My E39 was
sitting pretty flipping high, with every picture I
posted up garnering comments about the arch
gap. In addition, based on the level of
maintenance exercised by the previous owner, I
was pretty confident that in all of its 118k miles
the dampers had never been changed. As a result
the 540i felt all at sea out on the road. It was okay
on the motorway but bumps and ruts really upset
its composure and it really wasn’t happy being
driven down twisty B-roads with any sort of
enthusiasm. It’s no sports car, admittedly, but I still
wanted to be able to at least enjoy driving it, so I
had two very good reasons to sort the suspension. 

Springs, a suspension kit or coilovers were all
distinct possibilities but I really want to make my

E39 special. I’m building the car for me, yes, but I
want to make it the best it can be and I want to
build something I’ll be proud of and enjoy owning.

I’d developed an interest in air-ride not long
after taking over on PBMW and after speaking to
a few owners of bagged cars and seeing them in
action and I really liked the idea of an air-ride kit
for the E39. I’m well aware that air-ride still
divides opinion and there are plenty of people in
the static, bags are for groceries, air-ride doesn’t
handle camp. And that’s fine. But I’m an open-
minded person. I have to be in this line of work. I
can’t go around turning up my nose at people’s
cars just because I don’t agree with their choice
of wheels or suspension. I just found the idea of
air-ride very exciting, far more exciting than
normal suspension, and I really wanted to try it
out. I also loved the idea of how practical and
versatile it is, plus that it’s cool and fun. I think
that’s as important as anything else.

Having spoken to Air Lift Performance briefly
before I’d bought the E39 (I’d been considering an
E34 and was looking at a custom setup), I once
more returned to them when looking at options
for the E39 as the company offers an off-the-
shelf kit designed for the car.

The company actually offers a couple of
options for the E39: separate front and rear kits; a
manual kit; and the one that interested me, the
Digital Combo kit. This includes the front and rear
kits, obviously, AutoPilot V2 management with a
four-gallon tank and a Viair 380 compressor. The
whole kit is really impressive and uses some
really nice components with monotube dampers
front and rear, threaded, adjustable lower shock
mounts and 30-level adjustable combined
compression and rebound damping. Up front
you’ll find adjustable camber plates, spherical ball
upper mounts and double bellows progressive
rate springs, while at the rear there are rubber
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92 PERFORMANCE BMW

Seb’s
E39 540i:
>> p92

Sam’s 
E46 M3:
>> p94

>> OUR CARS

Adam’s E36
Compact
>> p97

Tommi’s 2002
Touring
>> p96

>> SEB’S E39 540i

Second compressor, twin upgraded tanks
and compressor isolator kits were added

Paul’s 
E36 328i:
>> p98
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upper mounts and progressive rate sleeve air
springs. Braided stainless steel leader air hoses
are supplied for both front and back. AutoPilot V2,
meanwhile, is a pressure-based system with
independent pressure control for all four corners.
It comprises a digital controller with individual
pressure displays, tank pressure, eight presets,
variable colour backlighting and numerous
functions, such as rise on start. And, if you want

‘moar lows’, the kit offers a 102mm drop at the
front and 124mm drop at the rear – you can’t get
much lower than that.

Having checked out the kit and done some
research, I was suitably impressed and after
seeing some pictures of E39s on air I was sold.
Before committing, I spent time looking at the
various options available and decided to upgrade
my kit – if something is worth doing, it’s worth

doing properly, after all. So, I opted for two
upgraded aluminium tanks and twin compressors,
which means more air for messing about and less
time waiting for the system to pressurise, plus a
pair of compressor isolator kits which use spring-
loaded rubber mounts to reduce vibration when
the compressors are running. That made for a
pretty comprehensive setup and with everything
ordered, all I had to do was wait for it to arrive… 

THANKS & CONTACT
Air Lift Performance
www.airliftperformance.com

Air Lift’s shots of an E39 on one of its
kits made it impossible to resist…
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One of the biggest let do  wns on the E46 M3 are
the brakes. It’s no big secret, they’re just not up
to the job, especially once you’ve started
upgrading other aspects of the car. I’ve already
uprated the setup with Goodridge braided flexi
hoses, ATE Blue Racing Brake Fluid and some
fancy track day pads but I still end up swearing
when stamping on the pedal to slow down for a
scary bend and not much happens.

So I decided the time had come to give up on
trying to tart-up the standard brakes. The only
way to get over these brown trouser moments
was to go all-out on fixing this problem. This
meant that a whole new setup was needed and I
figured I may as well get bigger calipers and
bigger rotors all-round.

To do this I got in contact with Canadian
company WP Pro. Although you may not be
familiar with the name, the company has actually
been making brakes since the ’80s and is
constant developing its products to get ahead of
the game. It now offers some very impressive 12-
pot calipers and carbon ceramic rotors for a wide
range of makes and models (not just BMWs). 

I placed an order with the guys there, upping
the number of pistons in the rear calipers from
four to six (to match the front). The second
upgrade I was not too sure about but I went for it
anyway. I opted for the saw blade-style discs that
weighed 800g less per disc, bringing down the
weight of a 360mm rotor to the same as (if not
lighter than) the M3’s floating rotors. Having got
my M3 down to a option-less CSL weight, you
can imagine how important the issue of weight is

to me so I just had to go for the saw blades.
While I was waiting I’d been holding back on

getting out on track as I just knew I’d be off in the
gravel pit or just cause delays. However, as soon
as I got the call that my brakes had landed at the
PBMW headquarters, I took the first opportunity I
had to fit them.

When dismantling the old brakes I was
expecting to find the pads broken up and in bits
but they weren’t. I was quite surprised. The discs
had a few groves but overall there was nothing
obvious that could explain why these brakes
weren’t performing the way I wanted them to.

Installing the new brakes was actually good
fun! Everything bolted together as it should and I
couldn’t stop dribbling over the parts as I was
fitting them. Although I’d been unsure about the
look of the saw blade discs, once I got them
mounted they look amazing. The only thing I had
to tweak were the dust shields which were easy
to cut and bend into place. 

While I was spannering away, my good buddy
William Thaw turned up with a power brake
bleeder which helped make life easier. Then Bob
Sykes arrived with some brake pipe crimps so I
didn’t loose anymore fluid. I must thank Bob for

giving me a helping hand as he took on
fitting new rear handbrake shoes which is a job I
hate. The power bleeder made short work of
bleeding 24 pistons. Then all we had to do was
put the wheels back on and lower the car down.

But we had a problem with the fronts. In my
haste to get bits for the car I bought WP’s bolt-on
carbon air ducts that sit on top of the front
calipers. I was really looking forward to running
these as they would have been my car’s first
piece of carbon fibre, and a purposeful
modification at that, but I discovered that they
don’t fit under my OEM 18s. So I unbolted them
and put them on the bench till I get some more
18” wheels that are big-brake friendly.

With the new brakes on I put in about 50 miles
of general driving before I started to bed them in.
First I did a few slow-speed stops. Then a few
mid-speed stops. Then I built up to a fairly high-
speed stop. William was in the car at the time,
adding some additional weight! We were amazed
at how short of a distance we came to a stop in
and with no dramas from ABS either.

Now that I’m confident in the ability of my new
brakes on the road, I can’t wait to get out on
track to see how the WP’s perform. 

>>
SAM’S E46 M3>>

OUR CARS
Optional saw blade-style 
discs save 800g per corner
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CONTACT
www.wpprobrakes.com
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OUR CARS>>

I have been very busy this month with moving
house and a work trip to Texas but I’ve done my
best to get some car work done during my spare
days. Luckily I’m moving back in with my
parents, which is where the car is stored, so I
should get a lot more time to work on the vehicle
over the upcoming winter months

The first major thing I did, though, was fit the
rear seat rail. This means the seats now have a
nice firm back and I can also start the rear install
which will hold the stereo, fuel swirl pot and the
rear battery. I have ordered some of these items
from eBay but as they are coming from the Far
East I won’t receive them till next month.

I guess it’s about time to reveal the engine
that I have purchased which will be pushing my
rusty wagon to the north: I have decided to go
with Nissan’s CA18DET engine – a 1.8-litre, 16v,
turbocharged four-cylinder. Many people have
laughed at me as this is known to be engine that
often destroys its bottom bearings but with a
decent rebuild it should last the distance. The
physical shape and size of the engine is very
similar to the original M10. Even the gear shift
location and sump design is similar. And
apparently it’s extremely easy to get 300hp 
from it with a 300ZX MAF switch and some
bigger injectors. 

Whilst on my trip away to Austin, Texas I
ordered a full turbo kit from eBay USA and had it
shipped to my hotel which I then broke into parts
and brought back in my suitcase. The entire kit
cost me less than £250 and includes all the oil
feeds, turbo, manifold, wastegate and all the
right gaskets and bolts. When I bought the
Nissan engine the turbo was extremely worn.
This new kit will allow me to change the position
of the turbo into a top mount, taking the heat
away from the BMW’s old steering box setup and
freeing up some room on the lower half of the
engine bay. 

I couldn’t find an engine crane to remove the
old engine from the car so I supplied my mates
with some beers and a wooden beam and we
soon got the old powerplant out. I think I will be
able to borrow one for the reinstall though.

I have now finalised the route we will take 
on the road trip and have a rough idea of how
much it will cost. I am also trying to get a wild
card entry into Gatebil’s world power slide
competition to go up against some professional
drifters. I’ll let you know next month how that
goes. If you want any more information please
visit the Facebook site ‘run to Rudskogen 2015’
and I will try to answer any of your questions
about the build or the trip.

>> TOMMI’S 2002 TOURING
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I can’t believe another month has passed
already. As I write this, I can hear rain tapping on
the window and darkness filling the room, it
must be autumn! 

As I previously mentioned, with the car’s MoT
running out this month there was a high chance
of the car coming off the road for a while for a
rebuild. This has now happened. With my second
car being reinsured, taxed and MoT’d I’ve gone
back to using my trusty yet fun Fiesta.

I had various reasons to take the BMW off the
road. In recent times (including with daily use),
things seemed to be breaking or not working as

they should be. There were a number of
unfinished jobs and the car was becoming
annoying to use on a daily basis.

Now, I’ve decided to work my way through the
car, from the back to the front, changing any
parts I feel necessary and building the car to the
spec I originally wanted. Now this is sort of a
double update! About a month ago I purchased
some new wheels: 18” Style 32s (8J and 9J,
staggered). The reason I chose to run the 18s
was to help gain some grip as well as increase
the speed of my entries when drifting. Now the
sad news: after fitting the rears I noticed one side

‘poked’ out of the arch more than the other, with
all offsets and tyres being the same. Not good
news at all. I suspect the rear trailing arms are
bent but to start the rebuild I’ve decided to drop
the rear end down, as the commonly problematic
rear bushes were knocking anyway and whilst it’s
all out I’d like to change the diff and shafts etc.
This started now actually, with the car being
raised onto axle stands. All of the bolts are off,
ready for the brake hoses to be clamped before
removal; hopefully that will happen some point
this week, weather depending. I’ll report back
next month when I know more about what’s bent.

ADAM’S E36 COMPACT>>
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Modifying a car is never a simple A to B path.
Most of the plans you make along the way get at
least a couple of revisions, and the rare ones that
don’t, well, they often get changed in future
makeovers. So I think a lot of you out there
building your own projects will sympathise when I
tell you I have decided to slightly change my
wheel plans. Well, these things happen. 

My original plan was to slap on a set of original
E36 M3 wheels, and I had even gone as far as
obtaining a pretty decent set for said purpose. I
liked the idea, look and potential ride quality of
17s and I liked the aesthetic of staggered wheels
even more. Yep, no doubt about it, these were the
right wheels for the 328. Duly sorted, I went and
ordered a suitably staggered set of my favourite
focused road rubber, the Toyo R888, to shoe them
all up. I love how these tyres look, and in all but
the most dismal of deluges they really are a very
usable daily-driver. They offer fantastic grip levels
as well as truly predictable breakaway on the
limit. Everything one could need for a fast road-
and-track toy.

This was my plan for several weeks: get them
refurbed and get them on. Problem was, a crazy
diary and lack of time to go and drop them off
meant that the M3 wheels were still sitting in my
barn, looking a little sorry for themselves. I
needed a plan quick, something that would not
break the bank, something I could get off-the-
shelf and something that would tick the
‘staggered’ and ‘German’ boxes.

When you start to look, particularly if you want
to stay within 17” rims, there aren’t that many
choices. The answer was staring me in the face
however, and it’s a rim that I already have on my
mint W123 Merc and T25 camper: the Calibre
Vintage. Although some (including our very own
editor Seb) pull a bit of a face when it comes to
the contentious subject of fake splits, to me

they’re
just fine,
thank you
very much,
especially if they
are finished to the
impressive quality of
the Calibre rims. Sure, I’d
love to fit a genuine set of BBS
RS to this old E36 but when you
think that these fellas weigh in at around a
third of the price once peeled and boiled, then
that’s all good with me.

Also, being in the fortunate position of actually
owning a genuine 1980s set of split-rim BBSs on
my Rieger Golf, I can also tell you they can be a
mixed blessing. While I love the way they look,
the fact I have to keep pumping up the slowly
seeping rear tyres can slightly tarnish their
appeal. So on this project, which I want to be an
easy and useable daily driver, these Vintage rims
fit the bill beautifully, as well as allowing me to
save valuable modding budget for other things.

My good friend James Gray at Calibre kindly
sorted me out a cracking deal, meaning that
these were on their way in a flash and on my
doorstep the next morning. You see, instant
gratification, too. Another reason to get them!

The
wheels

and tyres
arrived

separately, which
meant I needed another

trusted name to bring them
together. Luckily, another good mate, Ronny
Demera, owns a superb wheel and tyre place
called Treadmark just down the road. So while he
and I chatted nonsense about cars for an hour, he
carefully fitted up my precious new boots with his
usual mix of speed, style and skill. Ronny’s been
doing this a long time now and it’s always
comforting to know when you’ve got a significant
amount of cash tied up in a new set of wheels,
that your fitter isn’t going to mark, chip or scratch
them! Needless to say, Ronny did each one
perfectly, balancing it ‘just so’ with hidden
weights for the perfect finishing touch. Much
appreciated sir!

I only fail to score any points by not even
having ten minutes to fit the blighters on! That
will be rectified for a full reveal next month.

>> PAUL’S E36 328i
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THANKS AND CONTACT
www.toyo.co.uk
www.wheelwright.co.uk
www.tread-mark.co.uk
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THE POWER 
THE PERFORMANCE
THE PLACE TO BE

8-11 JANUARY 2015 BIRMINGHAM NEC

WWW.PERFORMANCECARSHOW.COM
BOOK NOW! 0844 581 1412
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COOLER KITS | RADIATORS | SUSPENSION | AIR INDUCTION | MANIFOLDS | SILICONE HOSES | STRUT BARS | CAMBER ARMS
SPRINGS | COILOVERS | DECATS | DOWNPIPES | OIL COOLERS | COLD AIR INDUCTION | CATBACKS | CAM PULLEYS | SHORT 

RS | SSUSPENSION | AIR INDUCTION | MANIFOLDS | SILICONE HOSES | STRUUT BA
DECAATSTS | DOWNPIPES | OIL COOLERS | COLD AIR INDUCTION | CATBACKSS | CAM

EXHAUST SYSTEMS | SHORT RAM INDUCTION | INTERCOOLER KITS | RADIATORS | SUSPENSION | AIR INDUCTION | MANIFOL
HOSES | STRUT BARS | CAMBER ARMS | LOWERING SPRINGS | COILOVERS | DECATS | DOWNPIPES | OIL COOLERS | COLD A
CATBTBACKS | CAM PULLEYS | SHORT SHIFTERS | OIL CATCH TANKS | BIG BRAKE KITS | BACK BOXES | SPORTS CATS | ROOLL B

S | SHORT RAM INDU
ARS | CAMBER ARMS

CAPS | TURBO ELBOWS |
COOLER KITS | RADIATOR

| HEATAT WRAP P || CACAMBMBERER T TOPOP M MOUOUNTNTSS || ENENGIGINENE D DAMAMPEPERSRS | | E EXHXHAUAUSTS  SYSTTEMS
RS | SSUSPENSIOON || AIR IND CUCTIOON || MANIFOOL SDS || SSIL CICOONE OHOSSES | STRUUT BA

CATTBACKS | CAM PULLEYS | SHORT SHIFTERS | OIL CATCH TANKS | BIG BRAKE KITS | BACK BOXES | SPORTS CATS | ROOLL B
STYYLING | SUMPS | TURBOCHARGERS | SUMP PLUGS | BRAKE PADS | ELECTRIC FANS | RADIATOR CAPS | TURBO ELBOWWS | 
CAMBER TOP MOUNTS | ENGINE DAMPERS | EXHAUST SYSTEMS | SHORT RAM INDUCTION | INTERCOOLER KITS | RADIATOR
AIR INDUCTION | MANIFOLDS | SILICONE HOSES | STRUT BARS | CAMBER ARMS | LOWERING SPRINGS | COILOVERS | DECA
OIL COOLERS | COLD AIR INDUCTION | CATBACKS | CAM PULLEYS | SHORT SHIFTERS | OIL CATCH TANKS | BIG BRAKE KITS 
SPS ORTS CATS | ROLL BARS | EXTERIOR STYLING | SUMPS | TURBOCHARGERS | SUMP PLUGS | BRAKE PADS | ELECTRIC FANN

OLDS | SILICONE HOSES | STRUT BARS | CAMBER ARMS | LOWERING SPRINGS |
R INDUCTION | CATBACKS | CAM PULLEYS | SHORT SHIFTERS | OIL CATCH TANKS
ARS | EXTERIOR STYLING | SUMPS | TURBOCHARGERS | SUMP PLUGS | BRAKE PA

0844 448 2002

EXHAUST SYSTEMS   INTERCOOLER KITS   RADIATORS   SUSPENSION   AIR INDUCTION   MANIFOLDS   SILICONE HOSES   STRUT BARS  

SALES@DIRENZA.CO.UK    FACEBOOK.COM/DIRENZASPORTS    TWITTER.COM/DIRENZAUK    INSTAGRAM.COM/DIRENZAPERFORMANCE

s  t  r  e  e  t t  r  a  c  k s  t  a  n  c  e

Only the best results
for your BMW...

ECU Remapping/Software tuning

Performance intercoolers, exhausts, suspension, 
brakes, turbos, clutches

Tuning packages available for all models

In house rolling road/dyno

Contact details:
telephone: 01902 324584
email: info@p-torque.co.uk
web: www.p-torque.co.uk

Unit 6B, Heath Mill Road, Wombourne, Wolverhampton, WV58AP
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CAR OF THE MONTH
Our ‘Car of the Month’ wins a $99

prize voucher from the fantastic
range produced by UUC
Motorwerks in Atlanta. From
short-shifters to flywheels to
engine mounts, its range

covers plenty, so you’ll be sure
to find something that takes your

fancy. Get on to
www.uucmotorwerks.com.

102 PERFORMANCE BMW

READERS’ CARS>>

BEN CLARKE E46 330Ci SPORT>>
Ben’s handsome 330Ci has come a long way since he bought is as a
standard example back in February this year – in his own words, he’s pretty
much changed everything on the car. First on the list was getting the car
running right with a new clutch, flywheel and a gearbox refurb. With that out
of the way, it was time for the mods; FK coilovers bring the car down over a
set of lush Rondell 0058s, 9.5s and 10s, which Ben said were a struggle to
fit. The arches have been rolled and flared but more work is planned to
allow for a bigger drop. Clubsport front splitters add a touch of aggression,
there are angel eyes at the front and tinted LED rears while the interior has
gone from grey to black leather. Finally, the resonator has been removed and
there’s a remap as well, so it sounds better and goes faster. Ben says
there’s more to come, but it’s looking pretty darn good so far. 
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Want to show off your project? Email a selection of hi-res
photos and a full spec list to pbmw@unity-media.com>>

ANDY WILSON E46 M3>>

Andy’s E36 323i made an appearance in RC back in March ’14, but sadly
was written off just eight days after he’d sold it. But he’s not blue, though
his new ride most certainly is. The E36 has been replaced with a Laguna-
on-Laguna manual E46 M3 – it’s not a colour combination that works for
everyone, but it certainly stands out. Andy’s plan is to keep it super clean
in an OEM style, he says. So far he’s fitted a sexy Storm Motorwerks gear
lever and handbrake handle and the car’s been lowered on a set of Eibach
springs, with an exhaust next on the cards. Should be a nice project. 

JAMES HARRIS E36 323i
SPORT CONVERTIBLE

>>

James has been a BMW fan for some time now and says he’s owned a few
BMWs over the past ten years. His current ride is this handsome E36 323i
Sport Convertible, finished in Sienna red, which James says is one of the
best E36 colours. This E36 boasts a hard-top and has been lowered on
Eibach suspension over a staggered set of 8.5 and 9.5x19” Alpina Dynamic
wheels, which have been repainted in Skoda grey. The finishing touches are
a set of 6000K HIDs, smoked front
fogs and an M3 chin spoiler.
James says there’s more to come
and we look forward to seeing
where he takes the car.

PAUL BENTLEY E91 335i>>

Sensible doesn’t have to mean boring, as Paul has demonstrated with his 335i
Touring daily workhorse. A dedicated VAG man by his own admission, this is
Paul’s first ever BMW, which replaced a B7 Audi V8 RS4 that he found
disappointing. As a self-confessed turbo junkie, he realised he needed to feed
his addiction and the E91 335i was just the ticket, offering performance and
room for the kids and the dog. With 18 years of modifying cars behind him it’s
unsurprising to see that Paul has been getting busy on his 335i. It’s been
remapped to 353hp and 385lb ft of torque, has BCS cone filters, aFe power
scoops, gloss black grilles, upgraded white LED halos, Darkline rear clusters and
a whole host of Quantum44 goodies, including front bumper, side skirts and rear
bumper. The car has also been lowered on Eibach springs over a set of
Quantum44 S1s with 12mm spacers up front and 15mm spacers at the rear.
All-in-all, one wonderful wagon. 
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ODDBALLS>>

104 PERFORMANCE BMW

>> The spot we hold for something BMW-related but a little different
to the norm… any nominations, email pbmw@unity-media.com
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Engine: S54B32
Transmission: Getrag six-speed manual
How many: There can be only one!
What is it: German-engined Japanese classic

Datsun 240Z

#019
Is mixing an M3 engine with a Datsun 240Z the perfect way to
upset two lots of car enthusiasts? We say no, it’s just perfect.

Supercharged S54 Datsun 240Z
Terry Taylor’s 240Z doesn’t look like an ordinary car
and a quick peek under the bonnet reveals that all is
most definitely not as it seems. With one much-loved
240Z already in the household, and with Terry not
shy of the odd track day, the thought of how much
fun dropping a more modern, powerful engine into a
Z could be had been playing in the back of his mind
for a while. But with the abundance of fantastic
Japanese engine options ready to slot into his car,
why did he end up with a supercharged S54 from an
E46 M3 in his bright orange engine bay?  

Truly an old-skool tuner, Terry has a penchant for
the instantaneous throttle response obtained from
high-compression, naturally aspirated engines. The
standard engine was now down on power after all
those years and tuning it is an expensive venture. He
wanted a naturally aspirated straight-six, as per
Datsun’s original blueprint, and he wanted
something high-revving. Most potentially suitable
Japanese offerings were turbocharged, which led
Terry to look further afield. “When I learnt that the
M3 engine revved up to 8000rpm, I was sold!” Terry
explains, purchasing a written-off example to use as
a donor car soon after.

When he announced to friends and family that he

planned to tear up his blue Datsun for the conversion,
he was met with uproar. “Everyone told me that car
was too nice to do an engine transplant to,” Terry
recalls. Sounds like Terry was soon to be the owner
of two Z cars, then! Sure enough, a cheap bare shell
was found in a barn near Southampton, having been
dry stored there for years by the previous owner who
had originally imported it from Australia. While in a
tatty condition, Terry wasted no time in sizing the
unlikely engine up to the car’s slender frame to see
whether he had any chance of making this project
work, as he was not aware of any other examples of
this conversion being carried out at this point.

Amazingly, no bulkhead or transmission tunnel
modifications were required to make the hefty 3.2-
litre engine fit, with minor crossmember tweaks and
the fabrication of engine mounts the only big tasks
in getting the engine to sit comfortably. As Terry was
pretty sure the floors would need replacing anyway,
he modified the floorpan to allow the exhaust system
to split off into separate exits at either side of the
rear, a fantastically thoughtful nod to the donor M3.
Before worrying about sourcing expensive tailor-
made parts to help this project run, Terry cleverly
salvaged as many bits from the BMW as possible.

These parts were
guaranteed to be compatible and capable of
keeping up with the engine, so why not keep it as
simple as possible? Parts salvaged included a
radiator, oil cooler, the full power steering system
and rack and fuel filter to name but a few. “With the
engine in standard trim at first and all the M3 bits on
it, people used to tell me the car was basically an
M3 in a cooler bodyshell!” Terry jokes. 

Initially skeptical of adding forced induction due to
the S54’s high compression and endless amounts of
fun in standard trim, it took a chance meeting with a
supercharged M3 owner at a drag strip to change
this. With some exhilarating track days under his belt
once the car was finished, including a drive to Spa
and back, Terry’s confidence in the well-set up car
grew. His Vortech V-2 ’charger promised a bolt-on
130bhp power hike with minimal side effects and
most importantly, next to no lag. Needless to say,
Terry was sold. The 240Z recently dyno’d at 474hp
and ran an 11.2 second quarter-mile at 123mph at
Santa Pod. We BMW enthusiasts have been enjoying
the pleasure of the S54 in both NA and forced
induction form for many years, but clearly it’s too
good an engine to keep to ourselves… ●
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• Port development using computerised flow bench for fast results.
• Basic pocket porting to full race cylinder head set ups.
• Multi angle valve seat cutting. • Big valve conversions.
• Valve reprofiling. • Custom manifolds.
• Engine builds to any specification.

Please call or email with your requirements
Tel: 079 666 275 68

hend.engineering@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/HendersonEngineering

To advertise in
Performance BMW

Magazine please call 
Claire Hodder 

on 01732 748052

- All Makes, Models & Modifications Covered

- "Like for Like" Modification Cover

- Windscreen & Legal Expenses Cover Included as standard

- Instalments Available

- Car Club (Forum) Discounts Available

- Agreed Value Policies Available

- Track Day Insurance

03303 331250 (Normal Rate Number)
www.skyinsurance.co.uk
We are Car Enthusiasts, insuring car enthusiasts

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

BMW Insurance

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Adrian Flux Insurance Services offer tailor-made 
insurance policies based on your own personal 
circumstances and driving history. 

Limited Mileage
Track Day Cover

Free Legal Cover
Policy benefits can include:

Club Discounts 
Modifications & 
Imports covered

0800 081 8989
adrianflux.co.uk

OF EXCELLENCE
YEARS
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>> NEXT MONTH

Ferocious supercharged E90 M3 kicks ass!

If you can’t always find a copy of this
magazine, help is at hand! Complete this
form, hand it in at your local store, and
they will arrange for a copy of each issue
to be reserved for you. Some stores
may even be able to arrange for it to be
delivered to your home. Just ask!*

Love Performance BMW magazine? To ensure you never miss an issue again

*Subject to availability

Please reserve/deliver my copy of PBMW magazine on a regular basis, starting with issue:

Title       First name
Surname
Address

Postcode
Tel

Plus…
• Stunning, stanced, air-ride 123d Coupé

• Absolutely incredible turbo E21
• Tech Guide: Bore and stroke explained

• Engine Guide: The M42 and M44

(Contents subject to us discovering the meaning of life…)

January issue on sale 
04 December

And…

(Available to download from 01 December)
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